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ABSTRACT
Chen, Lu. Ph.D., Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Wright State University, 2016. Mining and Analyzing Subjective Experiences in User Generated Content.

This dissertation presents a unified framework that characterizes a subjective experience, such as sentiment, opinion, or emotion, in terms of an individual holding
it, a target eliciting it, a set of expressions describing it, and a classification or assessment measuring it; it describes new algorithms that automatically identify and
extract sentiment expressions and opinion targets from user generated content with
minimal human supervision; it shows how to use social media data to predict election
results and investigate religion and subjective well-being, by classifying and assessing
subjective information in user generated content.
Web 2.0 and social media enable people to create, share and discover information instantly anywhere, anytime. A great amount of this information is subjective
information – the information about people’s subjective experiences, ranging from
feelings of what is happening in our daily lives to opinions on a wide variety of topics.
Subjective information is useful to individuals, businesses, and government agencies
to support decision making in areas such as product purchase, marketing strategy,
and policy making. However, much useful subjective information is buried in evergrowing user generated data on social media platforms, it is still difficult to extract
high quality subjective information and make full use of it with current technologies.
Current subjectivity and sentiment analysis research has largely focused on classifying the text polarity – whether the expressed opinion regarding a specific topic
in a given text is positive, negative, or neutral. This narrow definition does not take
into account the other types of subjective information such as emotion, intent, and
preference, which may prevent their exploitation from reaching their full potential.
This dissertation extends the definition and introduces a unified framework for mining
iii

and analyzing diverse types of subjective information. We have identified four components of a subjective experience: an individual who holds it, a target that elicits
it (e.g., a movie, or an event), a set of expressions that describe it (e.g., “excellent”,
“exciting”), and a classification or assessment that characterize it (e.g., positive vs.
negative). Accordingly, this dissertation makes contributions in developing novel and
general techniques for the tasks of identifying and extracting these components.
We first explore the task of extracting sentiment expressions from social media
posts. We propose an optimization-based approach that extracts a diverse set of
sentiment-bearing expressions, including formal and slang words/phrases, for a given
target from an unlabeled corpus. Instead of associating the overall sentiment with
a given text, this method assesses the more fine-grained target-dependent polarity
of each sentiment expression. Unlike pattern-based approaches which often fail to
capture the diversity of sentiment expressions due to the informal nature of language
usage and writing style in social media posts, the proposed approach is capable of
identifying sentiment phrases of different lengths and slang expressions including abbreviations and spelling variations. Unlike supervised approaches which require data
annotation when applied to a new domain, the proposed approach is unsupervised
and thus is highly portable to new domains.
We then look into the task of finding opinion targets in product reviews, where
the product features (product attributes and components) are usually the targets
of opinions. We propose a clustering approach that identifies product features and
groups them into aspect categories. Unlike many existing approaches that first extract features and then group them into categories, the proposed approach identifies
features and clusters them into aspects simultaneously. In addition, prior work on
feature extraction tends to require seed terms and focuses on identifying explicit features, while the proposed approach extracts both explicit and implicit features and
does not require seed terms.
iv

Finally, we study the classification and assessment of several types of subjective
information (e.g., sentiment, political preference, subjective well-being) in two specific
application scenarios. One application is to predict election results based on analyzing
the sentiments of social media users towards election candidates. Observing that
different political preference and tweeting behavior of users may have significant effect
on predicting election results. We propose methods to group users based on their
political preference and participation in the discussion, and assess their sentiments
towards the candidates to predict the results. We examine the predictive power of
different user groups in predicting the results of 2012 U.S. Republican Presidential
Primaries. The other application is to understand the relationship between religiosity
and subjective well-being (or happiness). We analyze the tweets and networks of
more than 250k U.S. Twitter users who self-declared their beliefs. We build classifiers
to classify believers of different religions using the self-declared data. In order to
understand the effect of religiosity on happiness, we examine the pleasant/unpleasant
emotional expressions in users’ tweets to estimate their subjective well-being, and
investigate the variations in happiness among religious groups.
This dissertation focuses on developing methods that require minimal human supervision or labeling effort (e.g., unsupervised methods, or supervised methods using
self-labeled data), which can be easily applied to new domains for many applications.
The effectiveness of these methods has been demonstrated through the evaluation on
real world datasets of user generated content from different domains.

v
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Introduction

1.1

Background and Motivation

Our everyday lives are filled with subjective experiences, such as love, wish, surprise,
like, dislike, hunger, perception of time, taste of ice cream, and preference of movies.
According to the Merriam-Webster online dictionary1 , the word “subjective” is defined
as “relating to the way a person experiences things in their own mind; based on feelings
or opinions rather than facts.” Subjective is the opposite of objective which refers
to things that exist in the real world and are not influenced by personal feelings or
opinions.
The information in text can be generally divided into two categories: objective
information and subjective information. Objective information encompasses the facts
about something or someone, while subjective information is about someone’s personal experiences. For example, the fact that it is raining is objective, while how
someone feels about the rain is subjective; that you have not had breakfast is objective, while your feeling of hunger is subjective; that you watched a movie last night
is objective, while your emotion of heartwarming because of the movie is subjective.
Subjective information about what people think and how people feel is useful for
all parties including individuals, businesses, and government agencies during their
decision-making processes. The traditional way of collecting subjective information
1

http://www.merriam-webster.com/

1

takes the form of surveys, questionnaires, polls, focus groups, interviews, etc. For
example, individuals ask their friends which cell phone carriers they recommend and
whether the coverage is good in their area; retailers conduct a focus group to have indepth discussions with their target customers about how they feel regarding shopping
in the stores; governments solicit public opinions on particular policy issues via surveys. However, the web and social media have changed the way we communicate and
provide new potentially powerful avenue for individuals, businesses, and government
agencies to glean useful subjective information.
Kaplan and Haenlein [82] define social media as “a group of Internet-based applications that build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0, and
that allow the creation and exchange of user-generated content.” User generated content refers to any material created and shared via social media sites, such as personal
blogs, forum posts, reviews left on Amazon.com, messages sent to friends on Facebook, microblogs posted on Twitter, or questions and answers shared through Quora.
According to 2015 surveys conducted by Pew Research Center, 76% of online adults
use social networking sites2 , 92% of teens report going online daily, and 71% of teens
use more than one social media site3 . Social media provides people with a platform
to share their daily activities, thoughts, and feelings with their connections and the
public.
New opportunities arise as all parties now can obtain a wide variety of subjective
information from social media. However, much of the useful subjective information
is buried in ever-growing user generated data, which makes it very difficult (if not
impossible) to manually capture and process the information needed for various purposes. To address the information overload, it is essential to develop techniques to
automatically discover and derive the high-quality subjective information from user
generated content on social media.
2
3
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In recent years, sentiment analysis (also known as opinion mining) has been a
very active area of research. A large number of studies [76, 80, 99, 108, 117, 146,
149, 160] have addressed the problem of identifying and summarizing opinions from
product reviews that would better support individuals to make decisions on product
purchase as well as companies to improve their product design, customer service and
marketing strategies. Some efforts have been made to explore the potential of gleaning
pubic opinion from social media posts that can be used by government agencies,
media operations, and businesses for election prediction [28, 148, 153], presidential
job approval [115], disaster coordination [12, 125, 126], understanding prescription
drug abuse practices [22, 37], and tracking social phenomena [29, 86, 128, 139].
However, current subjectivity and sentiment analysis efforts have been focused on
classifying the text polarity, specifically, whether the expressed opinion for a specific
topic in a given text (e.g., document, sentence, word/phrase) is positive, negative,
or neutral. This narrow definition considers subjective information and sentiment as
the same object, while other types of subjective information (e.g., emotion, intent,
preference, expectation) are either not taken into account, or are handled similarly
without sufficient differentiation. This limitation may prevent the exploitation of
subjective information from reaching its full potential.

1.2

Redefining Subjective Information

In this dissertation, we want to extend the definition of subjective information, and
develop a unified framework that captures the key components of diverse types of
subjective information. In order to do that, we first investigate the definitions of several popular types of subjective information, including sentiment, opinion, emotion,
intent and preference, and attempt to identify the components that they share in
common.
3

Cattell [25] defines sentiment as “an acquired and relatively permanent major
neuropsychic disposition to react emotionally, cognitively, and conatively toward a
certain object (or situation) in a certain stable fashion, with awareness of the object
and the manner of reacting.” Broad [19] explains how a person forms a sentiment
about a certain object: this object has been repeatedly perceived or thought of by
the person, and then the person develops a dispositional idea of the object which
is associated with corresponding emotional tones. Henceforth anything that excites
the dispositional idea of the object will tend to evoke these emotions. From the
perspective of text mining, there are four pieces of information to derive from the text
in order to understand sentiment – the person, the object, the subjective expressions
(expressing the dispositional idea) toward the object, and the emotional tones of the
subjective expressions, which can usually be classified as positive, negative, or neutral.
Munezero et al. [110] distinguish between sentiment and opinion in that sentiment is an emotional disposition developed over time, whereas opinion is a personal
interpretation of information that may or may not be emotionally charged. Similar ideas have been presented by Lasersohn [88], Sokolova and Lapalme [143] that
opinions may be about matters of fact and expressed in a descriptive and assessing
way, without necessarily being emotionally charged, e.g., “It’s likely to rain later on.”
Similar to sentiment, an opinion consists of four parts: the person who holds the
opinion, the object/matter, the claim about the object/matter, and the emotional
tones of the claim. However, different from sentiment, the opinion claim may not
include subjective expressions; therefore, the emotional tones may be absent.
According to DeLamater and Ward [43], emotions are short-term psychological
and physiological states that typically last anywhere from a few seconds to a few hours.
Frijda [57] proposes that emotions arise in response to events that are important to
the individual. Positive emotions tend to be elicited by events that benefit or satisfy
the individual’s goals, whereas negative emotions tend to be elicited by events that
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harm or threaten the individual’s concerns. Ekman et al. [52] provide evidence that
certain emotions appear to be universally recognized across-cultures, and identifies six
basic emotions: anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise. The difference
between emotion and sentiment lies in that: (1) sentiments are formed and held
toward certain objects, whereas emotions tend to be elicited by particular events;
(2) sentiments last longer than emotions. It is usually hard to identify when the
emotion (or sentiment) is developed or how long it will last from text, but it is
possible to identify the other components of an emotion, including the person who
has the emotion, the event that triggers the emotion, and the emotion category (e.g.,
happiness, sadness).
Intent is a mental state that represents a commitment to carrying out an action
or actions in the future [18]. Intent is essential to explanations of behaviors [97].
Individuals are actors of intent who attempt to perform actions to achieve goals that
are directed by desires and beliefs [97]. Schröder et al. [138] proposed a unified theory
of intent as neural processes that combined representations of situations, emotions,
actions, and the self (actor). Intent can be expressed explicitly or implicitly in text,
e.g., tweets or Facebook status updates. For example, the sentence “I am going to see
the new Spy movie this weekend” reveals an explicit intent, while the intent is more
implicit in “The new Spy movie comes out! Has anyone seen it?”. To detect intent in
text, the algorithms must be able to identify the actor (usually the self), actions (in
the future), and expressions of desires and beliefs.
Preference is usually used in the context of choosing between alternatives: someone has a preference for A over B if they would choose A rather than B 4 . In the
psychology literature, preference can be conceived as an individual’s attitude towards
a set of objects, typically reflected in an explicit decision-making process [142], or as
an evaluative judgment in the sense of liking or disliking an object or preferring it
4
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or not over other objects [136]. By definition, in order to identify preference information, the algorithms need to identify the individual who holds the attitude, the
set of alternatives, and the expressions showing the liking, disliking or preferring an
alternative.
Based on the analysis of different types of subjective information, we now propose a unified framework for mining and analyzing them. We define a subjective
experience as a quadruple (h, s, e, c), where h is an individual who holds the experiences, s is a stimulus (or target) that elicits the experiences, e.g., an entity or an
event, e is a set of expressions that are used to describe the experiences, e.g., the
sentiment words/phrases or the opinion claims, and c is a classification or assessment
that characterizes or measures the experiences.
Accordingly, the problem of identifying subjective experiences in text is a data
mining task that aims to automatically derive the information on the four components of the quadruple from text. Other applications such as the summarization,
retrieval, analysis and tracking of subjective experiences can be built upon the results
of subjective information extraction. The problem of detecting sentiment, opinion,
emotion, intent and preference can all be formulated as the problem of extracting the
quadruples described above (see Table 1.1).

Sentiment
Opinion
Emotion
Intent
Preference

Holder h
an individual who
holds the sentiment
an individual who
holds the opinion

Stimulus s

an individual who
holds the emotion

An event or
situation

an individual who
holds the intent
an individual who
holds the preference

an object
an object

an action
a set of
alternatives

Expression e
sentiment words
and phrases
opinion claims (may
or may not contain
sentiment words)
emotion words and
phrases, description
of events/situations
expressions of
desires and beliefs
the expressions of
liking, disliking or
preferring an alternative

Classification c
positive, negative,
neutral
positive, negative,
neutral
anger, disgust, fear,
happiness, sadness,
surprise
depending on
specific tasks
depending on
specific tasks

Table 1.1: Components of sentiment, opinion, emotion, intent and preference.
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Considering the following example:
“Action and science fiction movies are usually my favorite, but I don’t
like the new Jurassic World. Mad Max: Fury Road is the best I’ve seen so
far this year. It’s a magnificent visual spectacle and the acting is stellar
too. I heard the new Spy movie is very funny. Can’t wait to see it this
weekend with my sisters, excited!”
The traditional sentiment analysis would find positive opinion about action and science fiction movies, the movie “Mad Max: Fury Road,” and the movie “Spy,” and
find negative opinion about the movie “Jurassic World.” However, if we consider different types of subjective information, and handle each particular type based on the
framework we proposed, we will be able to derive much richer information from the
text, as illustrated in Table 1.2.
Holder h

Stimulus s

Expression e

Preference

the author

movie genres

“favorite”

Sentiment

the author

“don’t like”

Opinion

the author

Emotion
Intent

the author
the author

movie Jurassic World
movie Mad Max: Fury
Road, visual effect,
performances
movie Spy
see the movie Spy

Classification c
prefer action and
science fiction movies
over other types
of movies
negative

“best”, “magnificent”,
“spectacle”, “stellar”

positive

“excited”
“can’t wait to see”

excitement
transactional intent

Table 1.2: Information that can be extracted from the example text.

1.3

Scope and Contributions

Figure 1.1 depicts the process of subjective information extraction. At the beginning,
a number of preprocessing steps are needed to handle the raw textual data before
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Holder
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Opinion Claims Extraction

Classifying the polarity of a text
as positive, negative, or neutral

Emotion

Holder
Extraction

Stimulus Event/
Entity Detection

Emotional Words/Phrases
Extraction

Classifying a text into predefined
emotion categories, e.g., joy,
surprise, fear, etc.

Intent

Holder
Extraction

Action Detection

Identifying Expressions of
Belief/Desire

Classifying a text into predefined
intent categories, e.g., information
seeking or transactional

Holder
Extraction

Alternatives
Detection

Identifying Expressions of
Comparison/Preference

Classifying a text into predefined
preference categories, e.g., rightleaning or left-leaning

Holder

Target

...

Holder
Extraction

Preference

Information Extraction
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Expressions
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Application
Business
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Targeted
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Recommendation

Marketing
Monitoring Social
phenomena

Predicting Financial
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Predicting
Election Results

...

Figure 1.1: An overview of subjective information extraction. The boxes colored in
orange indicate the scope of this dissertation.
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the information extraction can take place. Common preprocessing steps include sentence splitting, word tokenization, syntactic parsing or POS tagging, and stop words
removal. Afterwards, an optional step is to detect the subjective content from the
input text, such as classifying the sentences into subjective or objective categories.
The subjective content can be further classified into different types, e.g., sentiment,
emotion, intent and expectation. Language resources such as WordNet, Urban Dictionary5 , and subjectivity lexicons (e.g., MPQA6 SentiWordNet7 ) can be used for the
subjectivity classification task.
The next step is to extract the four components of subjective experiences, including the holder, the stimulus or target, the set of expressions, and the classification category or assessment score. Depending on the type of subjective information,
specific techniques need to be developed and applied. For example, the target of
sentiment is usually an entity, thus entity recognition is used to extract sentiment
target; while the target of intent can be an action, e.g., “to buy a new cell-phone”,
thus we need to develop techniques to extract actions from text. In addition, for the
same type of subjective information, different classification/assessment schemas and
techniques may need to be developed according to the purpose of application. For
example, many sentiment analysis and opinion mining systems classify the polarity
of a text (e.g., a movie review, a tweet) as positive, negative or neutral [10, 27, 137],
or rate it on a 1-5 stars rating scale [59, 141]. Some emotion identification systems
focus on classifying emotions into six basic categories: anger, disgust, fear, happiness,
sadness, and surprise [155], while some other systems define their own set of emotions
based on the application purpose, e.g., understanding emotions in suicide notes [154],
identifying emotional response to TV shows and movies [100]. Existing work on detecting users’ query intent classifies search queries into three categories: navigational,
5

A crowdsourced online dictionary of slang words and phrases.
urbandictionary.com/
6
http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/lexicons/subj_lexicon/
7
http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/
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URL: http://www.

informational, or transactional [32, 75, 78]. Studies on identifying purchase intent
(PI) for online advertising classify users’ posts into PI or Non-PI [66], or information
seeking or transactional [112].
Finally, the extracted subjective information can be used for a wide variety of
applications, including but not limited to business analytics, Customer Relationship
anagement (CRM), marketing, predicting the financial performance of a company,
targeting advertisement, recommendation (based on users’ interest and preference),
monitoring social phenomena (e.g., social tension, subjective well-being), and predicting election results.
This dissertation focuses on developing automatic methods to extract components of subjective experiences, which can be used in further steps of analysis and
exploitation of subjective information for various applications. As this dissertation is
interested in subjective experiences in user generated content (UGC), such as product
reviews and social media posts, in which the holders of the experiences are usually
the authors of the posts, we will focus on studying the other three components –
expressions, targets, and classification/assessment. It is more important to identify
holders in news articles where the persons or organizations that hold a particular
experience are often explicitly stated [46].

1.3.1

Extracting Sentiment Expressions

We first study the problem of automatic extraction of sentiment expressions from
social media posts. The extracted sentiment expressions can be used for various
sentiment classification and assessment tasks, in both a lexicon-based manner and
providing useful features for machine learning classifiers.
The difficulty of this task lies in the wide diversity and informal nature of sentiment expressions in social media posts that cannot be trivially enumerated or captured using predefined lexical patterns. For example, sentiment expressions can vary
10

from single words (e.g., “predictable”, “fantastic”) to multi-word phrases of different
lengths (e.g., “better than i expected”, “thumbs down”), and can be formal or slang
expressions, including abbreviations and spelling variations (e.g., “gud”). Previous
pattern-based information extraction techniques [92, 127, 158] do not translate well
to social media text. In addition, the polarity of a sentiment expression is sensitive
to its domain and target [118]. For example, the word “long” is positive towards
the target “battery life” in “long battery life”, while it is negative towards the target
downloading time” in “long time for downloading”.
To solve these challenges, we leverage both traditional and slang lexical resources
to construct a comprehensive set of subjective words, and identify the on-target ngrams that contain subjective words as candidates of sentiment expressions. We construct networks to encode the consistency and inconsistency relations of the candidate
expressions over a target-specific corpus, and provide a novel formulation of assigning target-specific polarity to an expression as a constrained optimization problem
over the networks. Experiments conducted on multiple domains from multiple data
sources show that our approach improves accuracy in comparison to several baseline
methods and the improvement becomes more prominent with increasing corpus sizes.

1.3.2

Identifying Opinion Targets

We then explore the problem of extracting targets of opinions from customer reviews,
which is essential for supporting opinion summarization systems. In customer reviews,
the opinion targets are usually the product features, for example, the screen or price
of a cell-phone, the visual effects or storyline of a movie. Different feature expressions
may be used to describe the same aspect of a product. For example, one aspect
of a TV product is screen, and features display, monitor, LED, pixel, viewing angle
all refer to aspect screen. Thus, the task of extracting opinion targets from reviews
contains two subtasks – identifying features, and grouping features into aspects.
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Unlike most existing approaches [8, 145, 164] that first extract features and then
group them into aspects, we propose a novel clustering approach that identifies features and clusters them simultaneously. A feature may not be explicitly specified using
nouns; instead, it can be implied by subjective expressions (i.e., implicit features).
For example, considering the text “The big phone runs extra fast, and is not expensive
at all,” the subjective words “big”, “fast” and “expensive” imply the author’s opinions
on size, performance, and price of the phone. Prior work [68, 127, 160] on feature extraction mostly focuses on identifying explicit features, while the proposed approach
extracts both explicit and implicit features. We evaluate this approach on reviews
from three domains. The results show that it outperforms several state-of-the-art
methods on both tasks across all the domains.

1.3.3

Classifying and Assessing Subjective Information

We study the classification and assessment of several forms of subjective information
in two specific application scenarios: (1) predicting election results, and (2) understanding the relationship between religiosity and subjective well-being.
In order to predict the results of an election, we need to predict which candidate
will receive the most votes. We can obtain the indicators of votes such as positive/negative sentiments of social media users towards a specific party or candidate
to perform the prediction. Existing studies on predicting election results make the
assumption that all the users should be treated equally. However, social media users
from different groups (e.g., “right-leaning” vs. “left-leaning”, “silent majority” vs.
“vocal minority”) have significant differences in political preference and engagement
behavior, and such differences might have significant effects on predicting election
results. We study 933,343 Twitter users who participated in the online discussion of
2012 U.S. Republican Presidential Primaries, and group them based on their participation and political preference. We develop methods to identify a user’s political
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preference using network information, and predict the “vote” based on the assessment of his/her sentiments towards the candidates in tweets. Finally, we examine
the predictive power for different user groups (e.g., right-leaning users vs. left-leaning
users, highly engaged users vs. lowly engaged users) in predicting the results of Super
Tuesday races in 10 states.
Religiosity is a powerful force shaping human societies, affecting domains as
diverse as economic growth or the ability to cope with illness. We study more than
250k U.S. Twitter users who self-declared their religion/belief. We analyze their
tweets and networks to identify discriminative features of each religious group, and
explore supervised methods to classify believers of different religions.
Past studies have found that people of religious faith tend to have greater subjective well-being (or happiness8 ) and cope better with difficult circumstances than
their irreligious counterparts [51]. We explore the effects of religion on happiness
through the analysis of religious Twitter users in our dataset. Unlike traditional
studies where subjective well-being is assessed by self-reports, Twitter data allows us
to non-intrusively examine the emotional expressions that people use in their tweets
as they discuss what is happening in their everyday lives.
Based on the definition of subjective well-being [44], we can measure it by the
pleasant/unpleasant emotions people expressed in their tweets. A high level of positive expressions (experiencing many pleasant emotions) and a low level of negative
expressions (experiencing few unpleasant emotions) likely indicate a high level of happiness. We first investigate the variations in the level of positive/negative emotional
expressions among religious groups. Then we further look into the topic preference
and word usage on each topic of each group of users, and explore whether that variations in expressed emotion are due to what they discuss or how they discuss things.
8

The term “happiness” has different meanings within the scope of subjective experiences. It may
refer to the short-term emotional state of feeling happy, or the long-term state of being happy. In
this dissertation, if not otherwise specified the term “happiness” means the latter, and it is used
interchangeably with the term “subjective well-being”.
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This dissertation is devoted to developing general techniques for extracting subjective information that require minimal human supervision or labeling efforts. Our
optimization-based approach for identifying sentiment expressions and clustering approach for extracting opinion targets do not require labeled data, and we propose
methods to classify users of different political preference and religious beliefs using
self-labeled data, i.e., users with self-reported political preference and religious beliefs. In this way, the proposed techniques can be easily applied in many applications
ranging from business intelligence to public policy. We demonstrate the effectiveness
of these methods through comprehensive evaluations using real world datasets of user
generated content on multiple domains, e.g., microblogs, forum posts, and product
reviews.
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Related Work
In this chapter, we review related work in existing literature that covers the four tasks
of the proposed research, namely sentiment expression extraction, opinion targets
(features and aspects) identification, electoral prediction, and religion and subjective
well-being analysis.

2.1

Extraction of Sentiment Expressions

Extraction of sentiment words has been explored in many studies, either as the main
task, e.g., sentiment lexicon construction [73, 81, 95, 121, 127], or as the subtask
of sentence or document level sentiment analysis [33, 76]. Sentiment lexicons play
an important role in many applications, e.g., opinion summarization [13]. Manually
curated sentiment lexicons will have high precision, but it is very time consuming
and expensive to enumerate all possible variations of human expression that carry
subjectvity. Thus, Hassan and Radev [72] explore predefined relations between two
words in dictionaries to automate this process. Starting from a set of seed words
whose polarities are given, the polarities of other words that connect to these seed
words via synonym, hypernym and similar to relations can be inferred: if we know nice
is a positive sentiment, then its synonym decent should also be a positive sentiment.
Besides synonym relations, Blair-Goldensohn et al. [13] exploit antonym relations to
build a lexicon. Baccianella et al. [7] utilize words in gloss definitions to infer polarity:
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the more positive words there are in its gloss, more likely that the word is positive.
While it is simple and efficient to apply general lexicons and rules like the above in
different applications; the polarities of some words in the lexicon may change depending on the domains in which they are used. Thus many studies aim to adapt lexicons to
specific domains with domain corpora as inputs. The reason why sentiment of words
can be inferred from corpora is the context coherence principle: words co-occurring in
the same context tend to have the same sentiment unless contrary conjunctions (e.g.,
but, not) are present. Lau et al. [89] expand context coherence principle to reviews
and their component words: a positive review should contain more positive words,
thus, the words in a positive review will have higher probabilities to be positive. Lu
et al. [95] cast the problem of creating adjective and adverb lexicons into a principled
optimization problem with context coherence, synonym/antonym relations, overall
review scores and prior sentiment scores from general lexicons as constraints.
Generally speaking, it is more challenging to create lexicons from social media
data (e.g., tweets, forum posts, Facebook posts) than doing so from review data for
at least the following reasons: (i) Reviews usually come with overall rating scores
that can provide an additional source of information. Both Lu et al. [95] and BlairGoldensohn et al. [13] have shown that incorporating overall review scores can boost
sentiment analysis performance. (ii) Review data is more “dense” in terms of sentiment expressions, thus there are more inter-expression relations among sentiment
expression; the sheer volume of social media data is far larger than that of review
data, but sentiment expressions are loosely spread. The average number of sentences
is also larger on review data compared to data from Twitter or Facebook. (iii) Review data is more formal compared with social media data, where there are typos,
misspellings and wrong grammar usages [20].
Because of the above-mentioned challenges, existing research has focused more on
the formal text, while far less work has been done on social media data for the problem
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of corpus specific lexicon extraction. Amiri and Chua [3] extract (general) slang
and urban opinion expressions (e.g., nerdy, delish) by leveraging the co-occurrence
relations among expressions: the more two expressions co-occur, the more likely they
share the same polarity. Peng and Park [122] leverage lexical relations (synonyms
and antonyms) as well as context coherence principles on Digg dataset to create a
lexicon of adjectives. Gruhl et al. [64] use a sentiment lexicon which is built upon
Urban Dictionary1 (UD) to identify sentiment words (especially slang words) from
user comments. Inspired by their work, we also exploit UD for identifying slang
expressions, but our work is not limited to the words in UD. In addition, we assess the
target-dependent polarity of expressions via an optimization model over the corpus,
instead of mining their general polarity from UD.
Additionally, most efforts focus on extracting single words and do not concern
themselves with extracting phrases that may convey sentiment. Our work [27] show
that multi-word expressions (e.g., must see, rate 5 stars) are a significant part of
sentiment expressions in their datasets: 45.76% and 28.62% of sentiment expressions
in Movie and Person domains are expressions with at least two words. Early work
[113, 149, 161] rely on precisely defined patterns to extract certain types of phrases,
e.g., JJ JJ stands for two consecutive adjectives. For example, Turney [149] uses a few
part-of-speech patterns (e.g., “JJ JJ” for two consecutive adjectives) to extract twoword phrases, and estimates the polarities of these phrases using point-wise mutual
information by querying a search engine. Some studies [114, 161] identify the phrasal
expressions by syntactic parsing, and estimate the polarity of a phrase in a patternbased manner, using component words from a predefined sentiment lexicon. However,
as expressions in tweets vary in length and variety, it is almost impossible to capture
such diversity using predefined patterns. Moreover, the predefined lexicon is usually
too general to provide target-dependent polarity. So later work [3, 150] utilize N1

http://www.urbandictionary.com/
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grams to spot frequent sentiment expressions. For example, Velikovich et al. [150]
extract n-grams as candidates and apply a graph propagation framework to build
sentiment lexicon from the web documents. However, they have not considered the
target dependence of the sentiment expressions. There is also some work in applying
supervised methods to identify contextual polarity of sentiment phrases [2, 157], but
the phrases are manually recognized.
Our work [27] differs from the above mentioned studies because we deal with
target-specific (instead of general) and phrasal (instead of only single words) sentiment expressions. We first extract candidate sentiment words as well as phrases,
then convert the problem of inferencing the candidate polarities into an optimization
problem with an objective function that minimizes the total inconsistencies among
candidate pairs.

2.2

Identification of Features and Aspects

Feature and aspect extraction is a core component of aspect-based opinion mining
systems. Zhang and Liu [165] provide a broad overview of the tasks and the current
state-of-the-art techniques.
Feature identification has been explored in many studies. Most methods focus
on explicit features, including unsupervised methods that utilize association rules [77,
92], dependency relations [127, 158], or statistical associations [68] between features
and opinion words, and supervised ones that treat it as a sequence labeling problem
and apply Hidden Markov Model (HMM) or Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [79,
160] to it. A few methods have been proposed to identify implicit features, e.g., using
co-occurrence associations between implicit and explicit features [67, 144, 167], or
leveraging lexical relations of words in dictionaries [55]. Many of these techniques
require seed terms, hand-crafted rules/patterns, or other annotation efforts.
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Some studies have focused on grouping features and assumed that features have
been extracted beforehand or can be extracted from semi-structured Pros and Cons reviews. Methods including similarity matching [24], topic modeling [65, 107], ExpectationMaximization (EM) based semi-supervised learning [163, 164], and synonym clustering [162] have been explored in this context.
To extract features and aspects at the same time, topic model-based approaches
have been explored by a large number of studies in recent years. Standard topic
modeling methods such as pLSA [74] and LDA [14] are extended to suit the peculiarities of the problem, e.g., capturing local topics corresponding to ratable aspects
[21, 146, 147], jointly extracting both topic/aspect and sentiment [80, 84, 91, 152],
incorporating prior knowledge to generate coherent aspects [30, 31, 109].
Very limited research has focused on exploring clustering-based solutions. Su
et al. [145] presented a clustering method that utilizes the mutual reinforcement
associations between features and opinion words. It employs standard clustering
algorithms such as k-means to iteratively group feature words and opinion words
separately. The similarity between two feature words (or two opinion words) is determined by a linear combination of their intra-similarity and inter-similarity. Intrasimilarity is the traditional similarity, and inter-similarity is calculated based on the
degree of association between feature words and opinion words. To calculate the
inter-similarity, a feature word (or an opinion word) is represented as a vector where
each element is the co-occurrence frequency between that word and opinion words
(or feature words) in sentences. Then the similarity between two items is calculated
by cosine similarity of two vectors. In each iteration, the clustering results of one
type of data items (feature words or opinion words) are used to update the pairwise
similarity of the other type of items. After clustering, the strongest links between
features and opinion words form the aspect groups. Mauge et al. [101] first trained
a maximum-entropy classifier to predict the probability that two feature expressions
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are synonyms, then construct a graph based on the prediction results and employ
greedy agglomerative clustering to partition the graph into clusters. Bancken et al.
[8] used k-medoids clustering algorithm with a WordNet-based similarity metric to
cluster semantically similar aspect mentions.
These existing clustering methods take two steps. In the first step, features are
extracted based on association rules or dependency patterns, and in the second step
features are grouped into aspects using clustering algorithms. In contrast, our method
extracts features and groups them at the same time. Moreover, most of these methods
extract and group only explicit features, while our method deals with both explicit
and implicit features. The method proposed in [145] also handles implicit features
(opinion words), but their similarity measure largely depends on co-occurrence between features and opinion words, which may not be efficient in identifying features
that are semantically similar but rarely co-occur in reviews.

2.3

Extraction of Public Opinions for Electoral Prediction

Using social media data for electoral prediction has attracted increasing interest in
recent years. Gayo-Avello [61] provided a comprehensive summary of literature on
election prediction with Twitter data. Here, we focus on the literature which is most
relevant to our task.
O’Connor et al. [115] discovered correlations between public opinion derived from
presidential job approval polls and sentiment based on analysis of Twitter messages.
Tumasjan et al. [148] used the number of tweets mentioning a party or candidate to
accurately predict the 2009 German federal elections. Sang and Bos [135] showed
that merely counting the tweets is not sufficient for electoral predictions, and the pre-
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diction could be improved by improving the quality of data collection and performing
sentiment analysis. Bermingham and Smeaton [11] used both sentiment-based and
volume-based measures to predict results of the 2011 Irish General Election. They
found that social analytics using both measures were predictive, and volume was a
stronger indicator than sentiment.
Meanwhile, some researchers argue that the predictive power of social media
might be exaggerated, and the challenges of building the predictive models based on
social data have been underestimated, especially for the electoral predictions. GayoAvello [60] showed that simple approaches based on mention counts and polarity
lexicons failed in predicting the result of 2008 U.S. Presidential Elections. In another
study [102], the authors found that the social data did only slightly better than chance
in predicting the 2010 U.S. Congressional elections. They pointed out the need of
obtaining a random sample of likely voters in order to achieve accurate electoral
predictions.
To summarize, existing studies on electoral prediction have focused on exploring
the measures and indicators (e.g., tweet volume or sentiment) to predict the election
results, and left the problem of whether all the users and their tweets should be
treated equally unexplored. Previous research [111] has shown that different groups
of users could be very different in their tweeting behavior and generated content.
Should a user who posts one tweet be handled in the same way as another user who
posts 100 tweets in predicating the election? Should a democrat be treated equally
as a republican in predicting the republican primaries? We explore such questions in
a later chapter of this dissertation.
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2.4

Assessment of Subjective Well-being and its
Relationship with Religion

2.4.1

Tracking Subjective Well-being via Social Media

An increasing number of studies use social media (especially Twitter) to detect and
track happiness, emotion and mental health of people. Some work has investigated
the words and facts associated with happiness [104], while others have focused on the
temporal patterns of happiness over timescales ranging from hours to years [48, 104].
Schwartz et al. [139] studied geographic variations of well-being. Quercia et al. [128]
explored the relationship between happiness (measured by sentiments and topics in
text/tweets) and socio-economic well-being at the community-level. There is also a
body of research focusing on mental health such as depression, loneliness, and post
traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) [41, 49, 119, 120, 130]. How major life changes affect
people’s mood and behavior have also been investigated by a few studies [34, 40].
However, the potential use of social media to understand the effect of religiousness
on happiness still remains largely untapped.
Ritter et al. [132] explored the relationship between religion and happiness via
examining the different use of words in tweets between Christians and atheists. Their
study also found evidence of this relationship being mediated by social connection and
thinking style. Our study differs from their work in that: (1) We study the happiness
of users using a much larger dataset covering atheists, Buddhists, Christians, Hindus,
Jews and Muslims. (2) We explore the relations between religion and happiness by
examining the topic preferences and word usage of believers of different religion and
nonbelievers, which to the best of our knowledge, have not been studied in prior
research.
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2.4.2

The Relationship between Religion and Happiness

There has been considerable research conducted in multiple fields (e.g., psychology,
sociology, economics and neuroscience) on understanding happiness, especially the
predictors of it. Happiness has been studied in relation to genes [42], physical and
mental health [1], income [50], education [103] as well as many other predictors [5]
including religiosity.
Ellison [53] examined the relationship between religious involvement and psychological well-being in a national cross-sectional sample from the General Social Survey.
The findings suggested that individuals with strong religious belief had higher levels
of life satisfaction, greater happiness, and fewer negative psychosocial consequences
of traumatic events. Krause [87] examined the relationship between religious meaning
and happiness in a nationwide sample of older Americans, and found significant positive correlations between religious attendance and life satisfaction. Okulicz-Kozaryn
[116] showed a bimodal relationship between religiosity and life satisfaction in 79
nations using World Values Survey data – religious people tended to be either very
satisfied or dissatisfied with life. In addition, this study also suggested that religious
people were happier in religious nations. Diener et al. [45] examined the association
between religiosity and subjective well-being in both a United States sample and a
world sample, and found that the association varied with both societal circumstances
and societal religiosity. Lim and Putnam [90] focused on the mechanisms of how religion affects happiness, and provided evidence of attendance and within-congregation
friendship shaping religion’s impact on life satisfaction.
Koenig et al. [85] provided a comprehensive review of the studies on the relationship between religion and happiness, and positive correlations were supported by 78%
of the reviewed studies. However, most studies that found positive relationships between religion and happiness were done in religious nations, but as Okulicz-Kozaryn
[116] points out: in nonreligious nations this trend does not hold – religious people
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are not happier; furthermore, religious diversity decreases happiness in general, and
religious people are happier in religious areas. It is potentially social aspects (e.g.,
churchgoing) that make people happy and not the individual aspect (e.g., belief, conviction), because social aspects are stronger in religious areas, and religious people
are happier there.
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Extracting Target-Specific
Sentiment Expressions
In this chapter, we look into sentiment in social media posts, e.g., microblogs, blogs
and forum posts. Based on the proposed framework, a sentiment is a quadruple
(h, s, e, c), where h is the sentiment holder (i.e., the author of a post), s is the target
towards which the sentiment is expressed, e is the set of sentiment expressions, and c
is polarity classification, i.e., positive, negative, or neutral. We focus on the problem
of extracting sentiment expressions (e) and assessing their polarities (c) for a given
target (e.g., movies or cellular companies) from an unlabeled corpus.

3.1

Overview

We define a sentiment expression as a word or phrase that attributes a sentiment
polarity on a target in the text. To understand the challenges in this problem, consider
the following examples, in which we denote potential sentiment expressions and their
targets in italic and boldface, respectively.
1. Saw the movie Friends With Benefits. So predictable! I want my money
back.
2. Alright enough of Taylor Swift. She is gud but I am still not a fan.
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3. The King’s Speech was bloody brilliant. Colin Firth and Geoffrey Rush
were fantastic!
First, sentiment expressions in social media posts can be very diverse. They
vary from single words (e.g., “predictable”, “fantastic”) to multi-word phrases of different lengths (e.g., “want my money back”, “bloody brilliant”), and can be formal
or slang expressions, including abbreviations and spelling variations (e.g., “gud”).
Our quantitative study (refer to Table 3.2 in the section on Experiments) of 3,000
tweets (messages posted on Twitter) shows that 45.8% and 28.6% of the sentiment
expressions in the movie domain and the person domain, respectively, are multi-word
phrases. The phrasal expressions vary from 2 to 9 words long. Furthermore, there is
a considerable number of sentiment expressions that are slang (15.3% and 11.6% in
the movie and the person domain, respectively). The extraction algorithm should be
able to deal with such diversity and identify the sentiment expressions.
Second, the polarity of a sentiment expression is sensitive to its target. For example, “predictable” in example 1 is negative towards its target - movie “Friends With
Benefits,” while it could indicate positive sentiment regarding other targets such
as stocks. The algorithm should be capable of extracting the sentiment expressions
associated with the target and assessing their target-dependent polarities.
Previous approaches for extracting sentiment expressions from formal text (e.g.,
news articles) do not translate effectively to user generated content on social media.
They usually focus on the words or phrases belonging to certain linguistic patterns,
e.g., adjectives or an adjective followed by a noun. However, the diverse forms of sentiment expressions in tweets cannot be fully captured by a few predefined patterns.
Moreover, the informal nature of language usage and writing style in social media
posts poses considerable difficulties for part-of-speech taggers and parsers, which typically rely on standard spelling and grammar.
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We present an optimization-based approach to automatically extract sentiment
expressions associated with a given target in a corpus of social media posts. Specifically, it consists of four main steps. 1) Subjective root words collection: we obtain a
comprehensive set of subjective root words from both traditional and slang lexical resources. 2) Candidate expression identification: we identify a diverse and richer set of
candidate sentiment expressions by extracting any on-target n-grams that contain at
least one root word. 3) Candidate network construction: we construct two networks
to encode the consistency and inconsistency relations of the candidate expressions
over the corpus. 4) Target-dependent polarity assessment: finally we combine the
information encoded in the networks into an optimization model to estimate the
target-dependent polarity of each candidate.
This work makes the following contributions to the existing research on the extraction of sentiment expressions. First, our algorithm recognizes a diverse and richer
set of sentiment-bearing expressions in social media posts, including formal and slang
words/phrases, not limited to pre-specified syntactic patterns. Second, this algorithm
assesses the target-dependent polarity of each sentiment expression. One sentiment
expression may have different sentiment polarity with respect to different targets.
Third, we provide a novel formulation of assigning polarity to a sentiment expression
as a constrained optimization problem over the corpus. Fourth, our algorithm does
not require hand-crafted patterns or labeled data.
We conduct experiments on datasets from multiple domains (e.g., movie, person,
company) and data sources (e.g., forum, Facebook, Twitter). The results show that
the proposed approach can effectively extract diverse sentiment expressions and assess
their target-dependent polarities. Moreover, the experiments show that higher gains
came with larger corpora using the proposed approach. To demonstrate how this work
can benefit sentiment classification application, we apply the extracted sentiment
expressions to classify sentences into different sentiment categories. The results show
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that the target-specific sentiment expressions extracted by our approach improves
sentiment classification of sentences, in comparison to generic lexicons and domainspecific lexicons generated by baseline methods.

3.2

The Proposed Approach

Let ∆ be a corpus of social media posts mentioning a given target T . Without loss
of generality, T can be an individual topic or a set of topics of the same type in the
domain of interest (e.g., a specific restaurant/movie, or a set of restaurants/movies).
Spotting the target in text is not the focus of this work, so we assume that the
target has been identified in the posts in ∆. Our objective is to extract sentiment
expressions associated with T from ∆, and assign each extracted expression its targetdependent polarity, i.e., whether a expression is positive or negative with respect
to T . For example, from a set of microblogs talking about movies, our approach
extracts sentiment words/phrases about these movies and classifies these expressions
as positive or negative.
The proposed approach can be summarized as follows. First, we collect a set of
sentiment-bearing root words, which is then used to extract candidate expressions.
Then the candidate expressions are connected by their consistency and inconsistency
relations (consistent if two expressions are positive or both are negative) in two networks. Finally, based on these two networks, the polarities of the candidate expressions are estimated using an optimization model.

3.2.1

Root Words and Candidate Expressions

We define a root word as a word that is considered sentiment-bearing in the general
sense. Many existing general-purpose sentiment lexicons provide such words, in which
each word is assigned a prior polarity without regard to any specific target. A senti28

ment expression usually contains at least one root word, but its polarity (especially
the target-dependent polarity) is not necessarily relevant to the prior polarity of the
root words it contains. We use root words for candidate selection, but we assess the
target-dependent polarity of the candidates from the corpus.

Collecting Root Words
We build a comprehensive set of root words containing both formal and slang words.
Formal words are collected from the general-purpose sentiment lexicons. One such
lexicon is SentiWordNet1 in which each synset of WordNet is assigned a PosScore
and a NegScore according to its positivity and negativity. We collect the words with
the PosScore or NegScore higher than 0.75, or the difference between PosScore and
NegScore higher than 0.50 from SentiWordNet. We also incorporate all the 8,221
words from the MPQA2 subjective lexicon. Another resource incorporated is the
General Inquirer3 from which we collect 1,915 positive words in the Positiv category
and 2,291 negative words in the Negativ category.
Slang words are collected from Urban Dictionary4 (UD). UD is a popular online
slang dictionary with definitions written and voted on by users. In addition to the
glossary definitions, each word defined in UD is associated with a list of related words
to interpret the word itself. For example, the word “rockin” has the following related
words in UD: “awesome, cool, sweet, rock, rocking, amazing, hot, etc.”
We employ a propagation algorithm that leverages the related word connections
to identify the sentiment-bearing slang words from UD. The algorithm starts with a
seed word set S 0 , which consists of 133 positive and 130 negative sentiment words.
These seed words are manually selected, and the polarities of these words are always
positive or negative regardless of the targets, e.g., “excellent” or “nasty”.
1

http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/
http://www.cs.pitt.edu/mpqa/
3
http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/~inquirer/
4
http://www.urbandictionary.com/
2
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At the beginning, the algorithm initializes a query set Q by including all the
seed words from S 0 . For a word w in Q, the algorithm queries UD to obtain its
related word list. The first ten related words in the list along with w itself are treated
as a “document.” A frequency matrix is created to record the frequency of the cooccurrence of any pair of words in any document. This matrix is updated with every
newly obtained document from UD. Q is also updated by removing w and including
its related words in the document. Only the words that have not been added to Q
can be added to Q. This process is recursively repeated until Q becomes empty. As
the next step, the algorithm identifies a positive/negative slang word according to
the dominant polarity of the top five sentiment words (in SentiWordNet, MPQA or
GI) that most frequently co-occur with it in the frequency matrix, and add them into
the root word set. For example, the word “rockin” most frequently co-occurs with
sentiment words “amazing, sexy, sweet, great, awesome”. Since all of the five words
are positive, the word “rockin” is identified as positive and added to the root word
set.
Using this algorithm, a total of 3,521 slang words are collected from UD. Together
with words from SentiWordNet, MPQA and GI, the root word set contains 13,606
words, including 4,315 positive words, 8,721 negative words and 570 neutral words.
We denote the root word set as Γ.

Extracting Candidate Expressions
To extract candidate sentiment expressions associated with the target T from the
posts in ∆, we first identify the root words that act on the target T from each post.
Specifically, for each post in ∆, we use SentParBreaker5 to perform sentence splitting,
and parse each sentence using Stanford Parser6 to get the dependency relations of
words. After stemming, we spot all the root words in the post based on Γ. A root word
5
6

http://text0.mib.man.ac.uk:8080/scottpiao/sent_detector
http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml
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is selected as “on-target” if (1) there is a dependency relation between the word and
the target, or (2) the word is proximate to the target (in the experiments, we specify
it as within four words distance). The dependency relation and proximity are two
widely used ways to determine the association between the sentiment expression and
the target [83]. Unlike some other studies [127] that limit the dependency relations to
some specific types (e.g., mod for modifier), we relax the dependency relations to any
type to avoid missing proper expressions due to the informal language usage in posts.
After selecting the on-target root words, we extract all the n-grams that contain at
least one selected root word as candidates. We limit the n-grams up to an empirically
observed threshold length (length <= 5) in the experiments.
For example, from the post “The Avengers movie was bloody amazing! A little
cheesy at times, but I liked it. Mmm looking good Robert Downey Jr and Captain
America ;)” we first identify root words on the target movie The Avengers: “bloody”,
“amazing”, “cheesy”, and “liked”. Then we identify candidate expression “bloody”,
“amazing”, “bloody amazing”, “cheesy”, “little cheesy”, “cheesy at times”, “little
cheesy at times”, and “liked”.

3.2.2

Inter-Expression Relations

In this step, we connect the candidate expressions via two types of inter-expression
relations – consistency relation and inconsistency relation denoting whether the sentiments of two expressions are consistent (e.g., both are positive or both are negative)
or inconsistent (e.g., one is negative and the other is positive) in the posts of ∆. Let
ci and cj be two candidate expressions in one post. The algorithm for identifying
their relations are as follows.
Identifying Inconsistency Relations: Generally, a sentiment expression is
inconsistent with its negation; two sentiment expressions linked by contrasting conjunctions are likely to be inconsistent. Based on these general ideas, ci and cj are
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identified as inconsistent with each other if (1) ci is a part of cj (but not equal to
cj ), and cj starts with a negation and ends with ci ; or (2) ci appears before cj (without overlap between them), where there is no extra negation applied to them, and
they are connected by contrasting conjunctions (e.g., but, although.) Here the “extra
negation” means that the negation is part of cj or ci . For example, in post “Alright
enough of Taylor Swift. She is gud but I am still not a fan.”, “fan” and “not a fan” are
inconsistent according to (1), and “gud” and “not a fan” are inconsistent according
to (2). “gud” and “fan” are not inconsistent since there is an extra negation “not”
before “fan”.
Identifying Consistency Relations: ci and cj are identified consistent with
each other if ci appears before cj (without overlap between them), and there is no
extra negation applied to them or no contrasting conjunction connecting them. For
example, “predictable” and “want my money back’ share a consistency relation in post
“Saw the movie Friends With Benefits. So predictable! I want my money back.”
In the above described manner, the algorithm identifies the consistency and inconsistency relations of the candidate expressions from the posts in ∆. In each post,
only the relations of two adjacent candidates (i.e., there is no other candidates in between) are considered in the algorithm, as it is difficult to tell how two expressions are
related if they are distant from each other. Note that our work extends the existing
methods [73, 81] of using conjunctions to assess the polarity relations of sentiment
words. Since we consider n-grams instead of single words as candidates, the algorithm
deals with not only negations and conjunctions, but also the position relations of two
expressions, such as overlap and containment.
We construct two networks in which the candidate expressions are connected by
their consistency and inconsistency relations. Specifically, candidates are connected
by their consistency relations in the consistency network N cons (P, Rcons ). P is a node
set in which each node denotes one candidate, and Rcons is a set of weighted edges in
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which each edge denotes the consistency relation between two candidates. The weight
of the edge is the frequency of that consistency relation in the whole corpus. Similarly,
candidates are connected by their inconsistency relations in the inconsistency network
N incons (P, Rincons ).
These two networks encode the correlations of the target-dependent polarity of
the candidate expressions over the entire corpus. In the previous example, “predictable” and “want my money back” are consistent towards a movie target. It suggests that “predictable” should have the same polarity as “want my money back”, e.g.,
both of them are negative. Given two networks with all the candidate expressions associated with movie target, the more “predictable” connects with negative expressions
in the consistency network, or connects with positive expressions in the inconsistency
network, the more likely it is negative with respect to movie.

3.2.3

An Optimization Model

We apply an optimization model to assess the target-dependent polarity of each candidate expression with the input of two relation networks. Instead of estimating
the polarity directly, we assesses the polarity probability of each candidate, and the
polarity can be determined accordingly.
Polarity probability is the measure of how likely an expression is positive or
negative. Specifically, an expression ci has two types of Polarity probability – PProbability P rP (ci ) is the probability that ci indicates positive sentiment, and NProbability P rN (ci ) is the probability that ci indicates negative sentiment. To model
the intuition that the more likely ci is positive (negative), the less likely it is negative
(positive), we let P rP (ci ) + P rN (ci ) = 1.
The polarity of each expression can be determined according to their polarity
probability. For example, an expression with P-Probability of 0.9, and N-Probability
of 0.1 is highly positive. Another expression having its positive and negative proba33

bility as 0.45 and 0.55 does not have clear polarity and should be filtered out. Recall
that we are concerned only with positive and negative expressions, and identifying
neutral expressions is not in the scope of this work.
Based on the P-Probability and N-Probability of each expression, we can obtain
the probability that the sentiments of two expressions are consistent or inconsistent.
We define the consistency probability of two expressions ci and cj as the probability
that they carry the consistent sentiments, i.e., both ci and cj are positive (or negative). Assuming the polarity probability of ci is independent of that of cj , consistency
probability becomes P rP (ci )P rP (cj ) + P rN (ci )P rN (cj ). Similarly, their inconsistency
probability is the probability that they carry the inconsistent sentiments, which is
P rP (ci )P rN (cj ) + P rN (ci )P rP (cj ).
A consistency relation between ci and cj in the network N cons suggests that they
indicate consistent sentiments in one post, i.e., the expectation of their consistency
probability is 1. The difference between the consistency probability and its expectation can be measured by the squared error: (1 − P rP (ci )P rP (cj ) − P rN (ci )P rN (cj ))2 .
Similarly, for an inconsistency relation in the network N incons , the difference can be
measured by (1 − P rP (ci )P rN (cj ) − P rN (ci )P rP (cj ))2 . The sum of the squared errors
(SSE) for all the relations in two networks is:

SSE =

n−1
n
XX
i=1 j>i

cons
( wij
(1

− P rP (ci )P rP (cj ) − P rN (ci )P rN (cj ))2 +

incons
wij
(1 − P rP (ci )P rN (cj ) − P rN (ci )P rP (cj ))2 )

cons
incons
where wij
and wij
are the weights of the edges (i.e., the frequency of the rela-

tions) between ci and cj in N cons and N incons , respectively, and n is the total number
of candidate expressions. Note that the squared error (instead of absolute error) is
employed so that the two kinds of relations cannot cancel each other.
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We want the P-Probabilities and N-Probabilities of the candidates to minimize
the SSE, so that the corresponding consistency and inconsistency probabilities will
be closest to these suggested by the networks. By replacing P rN (ci ) with 1 − P rP (ci ),
and abbreviating P rP (ci ) and P rP (cj ) to xi and xj , we get the objective function:
n−1
n
XX

minimize{

cons
( wij
(xi + xj − 2xi xj )2 +

i=1 j>i
incons
wij
(1 −

xi − xj + 2xi xj )2 )}

subject to,

0 ≤ xi ≤ 1,

f or

i = 1, · · · , n

If a candidate ci is contained in the seed word set S 0 , we simply let its P-Probability
xi be 1 (or 0) if ci is positive (or negative) according to S 0 . The reason is that
S 0 is created to contain the words that are always positive or negative regardless of
the targets. The P-Probabilities of other candidates will be obtained by solving this
optimization problem.
We choose to use the L-BFGS-B7 algorithm to solve this constrained optimization
problem with simple bounds. This algorithm is based on the gradient projection
method to determine a set of active constraints at each iteration, and uses a limited
memory BFGS matrix to approximate the Hessian of the objective function. Byrd
et al. (1995) show that the L-BFGS-B takes advantage of the form of the limited
memory approximation to implement the algorithm efficiently. The initial guess for
the parameters (the P-Probabilities of candidate expressions) are needed as the input
of the L-BFGS-B algorithm. We implement and compare two methods to initialize
the P-Probabilities in the experiments.
7

https://github.com/mkobos/lbfgsb_wrapper
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As a result, we get the P-Probability and N-Probability of each candidate. Only
candidates with P-Probability or N-Probability higher than threshold τ are identified
as positive or negative expressions. Other expressions falling below the threshold are
removed from the result. However, there might be some irrelevant candidates with
high polarity probability that are not filtered out. The main reason is that the assessment of the polarity probability of some expressions is based on very sparse data. A
candidate, which only appears very few times in the corpus and happens to be consistent with positive expressions, could be assigned a high P-Probability. To deal with
this problem, we use another score to measure the confidence of the polarity assessment. For each candidate ci , the score is calculated as: ε(ci ) =

max(P rP (ci ),P rN (ci ))∗df (ci )
,
nwords (ci )

where df (ci ) is the number of posts containing ci , and nwords (ci ) is the number of words
it contains. Note that ε is biased towards shorter phrases. The reason is that the
shorter phrases tend to have more relations in the relation networks, therefore their
polarity assessments are more reliable compared with these of longer phrases. ci is
removed from the result if ε(ci ) is less than threshold σ. Empirically, we set τ = 0.6
and σ = 0.6 in the experiments.

3.3

Experiments

We evaluate our approach on datesets from multiple domains and data sources to show
the generality and usefulness of proposed techniques. We use two Twitter datasets,
one covering tweets that mention movies (MovieTwit), and another covering tweets
that mention notable persons (PersTwit). In addition, we use forum posts that mention the disease Epilepsy (EplForum), forum posts that mention a cellular company
(CellForum), and a set of public Facebook posts that mention an Automobile company (AutoFB). Table 3.1 shows the details of these four datasets, including the
number of posts, the average number of sentences and the average number of words
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Dataset # Posts Avg. # Sent. Avg. # words per Sent.
MovieTwit 1,500
1.8
8.6
PersTwit
1,500
1.7
9.7
EplForum
100
14.6
16.5
CellForum
162
5.1
18.4
AutoFB
200
4.6
18.8
Table 3.1: Description of four target-specific datasets from social media.

per sentence in each dataset.
As observed from Table 3.1, two Twitter datasets are very different from the other
datasets in terms of the length of posts. On average, a tweet contains only one or two
short sentences, while a post from the other sources contains more sentences and each
sentence is much longer. A tweet is likely talking about one topic and belonging to
one sentiment category, however, different sentences in a post can talk about various
topics regarding the target and convey different sentiment. Thus we handle tweets
and posts from other sources in different ways. We conduct document-level sentiment
analysis on tweets and conduct sentence-level sentiment analysis on posts from other
sources. We first describe the experiments on two Twitter dataset, then describe the
experiments on the other datasets.

3.3.1

Experiments on Tweets

We first describe the experimental setup. Then we examine the quality of the sentiment expressions extracted by our method in comparison with several baseline methods, and investigate the performance of our approach and other baselines with various
sizes of tweet corpora. At last, to show the usefulness of the extracted sentiment expressions in applications, we apply them to the task of sentiment classification of
tweets.
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N-gram
MovieTwit(%)
PersTwit(%)
Part-of-speech
MovieTwit(%)
PersTwit(%)

1
54.2
71.4
Adj.
57.6
45.3

2
3
4
5 >5
21 10.2 6.4 4.7 3.4
17.8 7.3
1.8 1.5 0.4
Verb Noun Oth.
26.1 13.2 3.1
31.5 21
2.2

Table 3.2: Distributions of n-words phrases and part-of-speech of the sentiment expressions in two tweet corpora.
Sentiment Category Pos. Neg. Neut. Obj.
MovieTwit(%)
28 6.4
2.4 63.2
PersTwit(%)
19.5 7
0.5 73.1
Table 3.3: Distribution of sentiment categories of the tweets in two tweet corpora.

Experimental Setup
We collected two sets of tweets: one set contains 168,005 tweets about movies, and
the other set contains 258,655 tweets about persons. We randomly sampled 1,500
tweets from each of these two sets to construct MovieTwit and PersTwit. The tweets
in MovieTwit and PersTwit were given to two groups of human annotators, and each
group consisted of three annotators. One group of annotators recognized the sentiment expressions for the given target from each tweet. The other group of annotators
classified each tweet as positive, negative, neutral or objective according to the overall
sentiment towards the target.
We selected the sentiment expressions which were agreed on by at least two
annotators, and finally got 295 and 276 expressions in movie and person domains,
respectively. Table 3.2 shows the distribution of these expressions. We can see that
both the lengths and the part-of-speech of the sentiment expressions exhibit diversity.
We also got the 1,500 tweets for each domain labeled with their sentiment categories.
Table 3.3 illustrates the distribution of the tweets belonging to different sentiment
categories.
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Baseline Methods: The following baselines were chosen for comparison, in
which MPQA, General Inquirer and SentiWordNet are benchmark polarity lexicons
which are often used to evaluate the extraction algorithms, and PROP is a propagation approach proposed by Qiu et al. [127]. Prior methods that support phrase
extraction either lack consideration of the sentiment target or need extra effort to
develop syntactic patterns, thus we do not employ them here.
• MPQA, GI, SWN: For each extracted root word regarding the target, simply
look up its polarity in MPQA, General Inquirer and SentiWordNet, respectively.
• PROP: Starting with some seed sentiment words (here we apply the seed
word set S 0 ), this method extracts new sentiment words and sentiment targets
through a double propagation process over the corpus. It uses a set of extraction
rules based on different relations between sentiment words and targets, and also
sentiment words and targets themselves. In our setting, sentiment targets have
been specified, so we adapt the method to extract only sentiment words. The
original method only concerns adjectives, and we extend it to extract adjectives,
verbs, nouns and adverbs by relaxing the constraints of extraction rules. This
method also identifies domain-dependent polarity of sentiment words.
Our method is represented as “COM” (Constrained Optimization Model). Compared
to baseline methods, our method identifies richer set of sentiment expressions covering
both words and phrases, and both formal and slang expressions. In addition, our
method assesses target-specific polarity of each expression. For candidates contained
in the seed word set S 0 , we have discussed their P-Probabilities in the section of An
Optimization Model. For other candidates, we initialize their P-Probabilities in two
different ways:
• COM-const: Assign 0.5 to all the candidates as their initial P-Probabilities.
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• COM-gelex: We leverage the prior polarities of words in the root word set Γ
to initialize the candidate polarities. Specifically, assign 1 (or 0) to a candidate
as its initial P-Probability, if the candidate contains some positive (or negative)
words but no negative (or positive) words according to Γ; otherwise, assign 0.5
to the candidate.
Evaluation Measurement: The quality of the extracted expressions is measured by precision, recall and F-measure. We define precision =
Ncover
,
Ngold

and F − measure =

2×precision×recall
,
precision+recall

Nagree
,
Nresult

recall =

where Nagree is the number of extracted

expressions that are in agreement with the gold standard, Nresult is the number of
extracted expressions, Ncover is the number of expressions in the gold standard that
are agreed with the extraction result, and Ngold is the number of expressions in gold
standard. We use the contain rule to decide whether an expression is agreed with another expression. Thus, positive expression “good” is agreed with positive expression
“pretty good” or vice versa. We also deal with the negation, thus, positive expression
“good” is agreed with negative expression “not good” or vice versa.

Quality of the Extracted Sentiment Expressions
Table 3.4 shows the precision, recall and F-measure on evaluating the sentiment
expressions extracted from 1,500 tweets of gold standard for both domains. We can see
that both versions of our method outperform the baseline methods. Specifically, our
best F-measure in movie domain is 8.49%-21.09% higher than that of baselines, and in
person domain, our best F-measure is 8.58%-25.12% higher than that of baselines. In
both domains, the highest precision is achieved by COM-const, and the highest recall
is achieved by COM-gelex. Among all of the three lexicon-based methods (MPQA,
GI and SWN), MPQA provides the best result, however, its precision is relatively
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Figure 3.1: Recall-precision curves of sentiment expression extraction with various
corpora sizes.
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Figure 3.2: Average F-measure of sentiment expression extraction with various corpora sizes.
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Method
MovieTwit
MPQA
GI
SWN
PROP
COM-const
COM-gelex
PersTwit
MPQA
GI
SWN
PROP
COM-const
COM-gelex

Precision

Recall

F-measure

0.3542
0.3318
0.2876
0.4742
0.6433
0.5164

0.5136
0.4320
0.4898
0.5034
0.5170
0.5578

0.4193
0.3753
0.3624
0.4884
0.5733
0.5363

0.3523
0.2949
0.2161
0.5352
0.5879
0.4599

0.4746
0.4058
0.3659
0.3696
0.4710
0.5507

0.4045
0.3416
0.2718
0.4372
0.5230
0.5012

Table 3.4: Quality of the Extracted Sentiment Expressions from Two Tweet Corpora
low. The PROP method performs quite well in terms of precision, but it suffers from
low recall, especially in person domain.
Compared with the lexicon-based methods, our method gets significantly higher
precision. The main reason is that the polarity of expressions is sensitive to the target,
which can be captured by our method. The lexicon-based methods do not use the
information of the corpus so that they cannot handle the target-dependent polarity
of expressions. Compared with the PROP method, which estimates the polarity of
expressions in a rule-based manner, our method also shows great F-measure gains
in both domains. It demonstrates the advantage of our optimization-based approach
over the rule-based manner in polarity assessment.
We also conduct experiments to investigate the effect of corpus size on the quality
of extraction results. We expect to get higher quality results as more inter-expression
relations are learned from larger corpora. We evaluate all approaches over the corpora
of sizes from 1,500 to 48,000. Since it is not practical to manually label such a
large amount of tweets, we compare results extracted from corpora of different sizes
against the same 1,500 tweets of the gold standard data set. To make the comparison
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meaningful, we make sure that all the corpora of different sizes are randomly selected
from the tweet collections, and each of them includes the 1,500 tweets of the gold
standard data set.
Figure 3.1 and 3.2 shows how precision, recall and F-measure change as we
increase the sizes of corpora. Note that the precision may be worse than the true
quality obtainable using a larger corpus, since the gold standards are generated from
a subset of tweets. To gain more insights into the results, we show both precisionrecall curve and F-measure to examine the relative performance of different methods.
Figures 3.1a and 3.1b show how our method outperforms the baselines. Specifically, COM-const tends to get the highest precision and COM-gelex tends to get the
highest recall. Among all the baselines, PROP works best for the movie data, especially on the recall aspect, while MPQA provides the best results for person domain.
However, all baseline methods suffer from a sharp decline of precision with the increasing recall. By manually checking the extraction results of the baseline methods,
we find many irrelevant words that do not indicate sentiment with respect to the target. Our approach can effectively filter this noise because it assesses target-dependent
polarities based on the relation networks generated over the whole corpus. Note that
both versions of our approach improves both precision and recall when we increase
the size of corpora from 12,000 (the second right most point of each line) to 48,000
(the right most point of each line). It suggests that our method could benefit from
more relations extracted from larger corpora.
From Figures 3.2a and 3.2b it is clear that in both domains, our method makes
significant improvement on F-measure over four baselines, and COM-const provides
the best results. F-measures of our approach decline a little as we increase the corpus
size (≤ 6,000). Then they maintain at the same level or decrease very slightly until
the size of corpus reaches 12,000. From 12,000 to 48,000, the F-measures even go
up a little. Table 3.5 illustrates a small sample of extracted sentiment expressions
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Target-dependent Multi-word Expressions Slang
Positive
bomb
must see
aight
intense
eye candy
tight
kick ass
rate 5 stars
rad
light-hearted
funny as hell
luv
pretty crazy
pretty damn funny
awsome
cried alot
better than i expected
kool
rules box office
even better the second time rockin
Negative
average
thumbs down
stoopid
sleepy
screwed up
craptastic
predictable
nothing special
rediculous
copying
pretty lame
wacky
cheapest
not even funny
superbad
little slow
sucked big time
dense
little long
don’t waste your money
crapest
Table 3.5: Diverse forms of expressions extracted by the proposed method.
by our method (with a corpus of 48,000 tweets in movie domain). Most of these
expressions are not identified by the baselines. For both positive and negative categories, we present expressions with target-dependent polarities (e.g., “bomb”, “predictable”), multi-word phrases (e.g., “must see” “thumbs down”), and slang (e.g.,
“luv”, “stoopid”). These concrete examples show that our method captures the diversity of expressions and assesses the target-dependent polarities in an intuitively
satisfactory manner.

Sentiment Classification of Tweets
We apply the sentiment expressions extracted by different methods for the task of
classifying tweets as positive, negative, neutral or objective. Again, MovieTwit and
PersTwit are used for testing. The sentiment expressions extracted from the testing
set are used for the classification task. Specifically, for each tweet, we identify the
sentiment expressions based on the extraction results, and remove the ones that are
not regarding the specified targets or are parts of other expressions (e.g., “good” is
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Method
Movie Domain
MPQA
GI
SWN
PROP
COM-const
COM-gelex
Person Domain
MPQA
GI
SWN
PROP
COM-const
COM-gelex

Precision

Recall

F-measure

0.6566
0.6381
0.5266
0.7677
0.8015
0.7164

0.5507
0.4982
0.5018
0.5507
0.5851
0.5905

0.5990
0.5595
0.5139
0.6413
0.6764
0.6474

0.5250
0.4419
0.2979
0.5371
0.6351
0.5925

0.3639
0.3292
0.3119
0.3045
0.3317
0.3886

0.4299
0.3773
0.3047
0.3887
0.4358
0.4694

Table 3.6: Performance of Tweet Sentiment Classification Using the Extracted Sentiment Expressions

removed if “not good” appears in the same tweet). Then we assign a score to each
remaining expression (i.e., 1 for positive and −1 for negative expression), and get the
sum of scores to determine the sentiment category of the tweet (i.e., positive with
the sum > 0, negative with the sum < 0, and neutral otherwise). If no sentiment
expression is identified from the tweet, it is labeled as objective.
We use precision, recall and F-measure to measure the result of sentiment classification, and count only three sentiment categories, i.e., positive, negative and neutral.
The results on both domains are shown in Table 3.6. We can see that the performance
of different methods is quite consistent with the quality of the extraction results they
obtain. Our method achieves the best F-measure on both domains.

3.3.2

Experiments on Other Social Media Posts

Three human annotators labeled the datasets EplForum, CellForum and AutoFB to
create the gold standards. Each annotator examined the posts in each dataset individually, identified the sentiment words/phrases from each post, and annotated each
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EplForum
CellForum
AutoFB

# Phrases Avg. # Words % Single Words % Pos. % Neg.
270
3.5
17
37.4
62.6
436
3.7
19.5
14.7
85.3
476
3.9
14.3
27.7
72.3

Table 3.7: Characteristics of sentiment expressions in corpora of forum and Facebook
posts.

sentiment word/phrase and each sentence in the posts as positive, negative, neutral or
objective. Each post was annotated by at least two annotators, and the annotation was
determined by the third annotator’s judgement when there was a disagreement. The
average inter-annotator agreement on the sentence-level annotation was κ = 0.685
(stddev = 0.156) according to Cohen’s Kappa statistic.
Table 3.7 shows characteristics of the manually identified sentiment words/phrases
in every dataset. As shown in Table 3.2, the average length of sentiment expressions
in two Twitter datasets is relatively short – 54.2% and 71.4% of labeled expressions
are single words in MovieTwit and PersTwit, respectively. However, in the other
three datasets, less than 20% labeled expressions are single words. Furthermore, we
found that complicated sentiment expressions such as sarcasms are more common in
AutoFB and CellForum than these in two Twitter datasets. This may suggest that
the task of identifying sentiment expressions from EplForum, CellForum and AutoFB
is more challenging than that from two Twitter datasets.
Table 3.8 shows the distribution of sentence-level sentiment in these three datasets.
Datasets from different sources show quite different sentiment distributions: two Twitter datasets in movie and person domains tend to be more positive (as shown in Table
3.3); Facebook and online forum posts talking about products and services of specific
companies are more negative; and healthcare community shows less such tendency.
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Sentiment Category
EplForum(%)
CellForum(%)
AutoFB(%)

Pos. Neg. Neut. Obj.
27 37.6 8.4
27
6.6 51
3.2 39.2
19.2 51.8 0.4 28.6

Table 3.8: Distribution of sentiment categories of sentences in corpora of forum and
Facebook posts.

Quality of the Extracted Sentiment Expressions
We applied PROP and COM-const to EplForum, CellForum and AutoFB to extract
sentiment expressions. The quality of results is measured by precision, recall and
F-measure against the manually identified expressions from each dataset, similar as
described in Section 3.3.1.
Table 3.9 reports the results achieved by each method on three datasets. On two
forum datasets EplForum and CellForum, the F-measure achieved by COM-const is
only slightly higher than that achieved by PROP. Taking a closer look at the data in
these two forum datasets, we found that sentiment expressions are rather specific to
the domain and sentiments are expressed in more complicated ways (e.g., sarcasms),
which makes this task very challenging. COM-const still correctly identified phrases
such as “complete controlling” (positive), “not see any side effects” (positive), “lost
weight” (negative) from EplForum, and phrases such as “show full bar strength”
(positive), “not have a single bar” (negative), “miss calls” (negative) from CellForum.
On Facebook dataset AutoFB, the F-Score achieved by COM-const is 3.75% higher
than that achieved by PROP. It beat PROP on both precision and recall.

Sentiment Classification of Post Sentences
We also want to examine how useful the extracted expressions are for the task of
sentiment classification of post sentences. We applied two corpus-based methods
(PROP and COM-const) to learn target-specific sentiment expressions from each
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Method
EplForum
PROP
COM-const
CellForum
PROP
COM-const
AutoFB
PROP
COM-const

Precision

Recall

F-Score

0.5161
0.5

0.1107
0.1218

0.1823
0.1958

0.6324
0.5784

0.1862
0.2027

0.2877
0.3002

0.6341
0.6991

0.2611
0.2875

0.3699
0.4074

Table 3.9: Quality of the extracted sentiment expressions from corpora of forum and
Facebook posts.

dataset. Then we performed lexicon-based sentiment classification of post sentences
(similar to how we classified tweets). We also compared the results with that of using
three general purpose lexicons MPQA, GI, SWN.
Figure 3.3 depicts the accuracy of sentence-level sentiment classification using
different methods. COM-const provided consistently better results in comparison
with the other methods, and the average performance gain of COM-const on three
datasets is 10.47%. The stable performance on all five datasets (including two Twitter
corpora) provides a strong indication that the proposed approach is not limited to a
specific domain or a specific social media data source.

3.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we present an optimization-based approach for extracting diverse
sentiment expressions for a given target from a corpus of unlabeled social media posts.
To the best of our knowledge, extracting phrasal sentiment expressions associated with
given targets has not been studied on user generated content on social media. Previous
approaches on formal text are usually limited to extracting words/phrases belonging
to certain patterns, and are not capable of capturing the diversity of expressions
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Figure 3.3: Sentence-level sentiment classification accuracy using different lexicons.
in social media posts. Our approach exploits multiple lexical resources to collect
general sentiment-bearing words as root words, which cover both formal and slang
words. It then extracts n-grams containing on-target root words as candidates. To
assess the target-dependent polarity, inter-expression relations are extracted from
the corpus and incorporated into an optimization model to estimate the polarity
probability of each candidate. Using five datasets covering multiple domains from
multiple data sources, we demonstrate that our approach is able to extract diverse
sentiment expressions, and identify their target-dependent polarities. We also show
how this approach greatly improves the performance compared with several baseline
methods, in terms of both quality and scalability with respect to the size of corpora.
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Discovering Domain-Specific
Features and Aspects
In this chapter, we look into opinions in product reviews. We especially focus on the
task of extracting opinion targets (s in the quadruple representation (h, s, e, c) of an
opinion) from plain reviews. The opinion targets in a review are usually the product
features, for example, the screen or price of a cell-phone in cell-phone reviews. Different feature expressions can be used to describe the same aspect of a product. For
example, one aspect of a cell-phone product is price, and features cost, sale, discount,
expensive, and cheap all refer to aspect price. Thus, the task of extracting opinion targets from reviews contains two subtasks – identifying features, and grouping features
into aspects.

4.1

Overview

If you are thinking of buying a TV for watching football, you might go to websites
such as Amazon to read customer reviews on TV products. However, there are many
products and each of them can have hundreds of reviews. It would be helpful to have
an aspect-based sentiment summarization for each product. Based on other customers’ opinions on multiple aspects such as size, picture quality, motion-smoothing,
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and sound quality, you might be able to make the decision. To support such summarization, it is essential to have an algorithm that extracts product features and
aspects (i.e., opinion targets) from reviews.
Features are components and attributes of a product. A feature can be directly
mentioned as an opinion target (i.e., explicit feature) or implied by opinion words
(i.e., implicit feature). Different feature expressions may be used to describe the
same aspect of a product. Aspect can be represented as a group of features. Consider
the following review sentences, in which we denote explicit and implicit features in
boldface and italics, respectively.
• This phone has great display and perfect size. It’s very fast with all great
features.
• Good features for an inexpensive android. The screen is big and vibrant.
Great speed makes smooth viewing of tv programs or sports.
• The phone runs fast and smooth, and has great price.
In review 1, the author expressed opinions on targets display, size, speed and features. display, size and features are explicit features, and opinion word “fast” implies
implicit target speed. The task is to identify both explicit and implicit features, and
group them into aspects, e.g., {speed, fast, smooth}, {size, big}, {price, inexpensive}.
Many existing studies [68, 77, 127, 144, 158] have focused on extracting features
without grouping them into aspects. Some methods have been proposed to group features given that feature expressions have been identified beforehand [107, 163, 168],
or can be learned from semi-structured Pros and Cons reviews [65, 162]. In recent
years, topic models have been widely studied for their use in aspect discovery with
the advantage that they extract features and group them simultaneously. However,
researchers have found some limitations of such methods, e.g., the produced topics
may not be coherent or directly interpretable as aspects [8, 30], the extracted as52

pects may not be fine-grained [165], and may be ineffective when dealing with aspect
sparsity [159].
We present a clustering algorithm that extracts features and groups them into
aspects from product reviews. Specifically, the algorithm takes a set of reviews on
a product (e.g., TV, cell phone) as input and produces aspect clusters as output.
It first uses a part-of-speech tagger to identify nouns/noun phrases, verbs and adjectives as candidates. Instead of applying the clustering algorithm to all the candidates,
only the frequent ones are clustered to generate seed clusters, and then the remaining
candidates are placed into the closest seed clusters. This does not only speed up
the algorithm, but it also reduces the noise that might be introduced by infrequent
terms in the clustering process. We propose a novel domain-specific similarity measure incorporating both statistical association and semantic similarity between a pair
of candidates, which recognizes features referring to the same aspects in a particular
domain. To further improve the quality of clusters, several problem-specific merging
constraints are used to prevent the clusters referring to different aspects from being merged during the clustering process. The algorithm stops when it cannot find
another pair of clusters satisfying these constraints.
This work makes the following contributions to the existing research on the
discovery of features and aspects. First, our algorithm identifies both features and
aspects simultaneously. Existing clustering-based solutions [8, 94, 145] take a two-step
approach that first identifies features and then employs standard clustering algorithms
(e.g., k-means) to group features into aspects. We propose that these two steps can
be combined into a single clustering process in which different words describing the
same aspect can be automatically grouped into one cluster, and features and aspects
can be identified at the same time. Second, both explicit and implicit features are
extracted and grouped into aspects by using our algorithm. While most existing
methods deal with explicit features (e.g., “speed”, “size”), much less effort has been
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devoted to identify implicit features implied by opinion words (e.g., “fast”, “big”),
which is challenging because many general opinion words such as “good” or “great”
do not indicate product features, therefore they should not be identified as features
or grouped into aspects. Third, our algorithm is unsupervised and does not require
seed terms, hand-crafted patterns, or any other labeling efforts.
This algorithm is evaluated on reviews from three domains: cell phone, TV and
GPS. Its effectiveness is demonstrated through comparison with several state-of-theart methods on both tasks of feature extraction and aspect discovery. Experimental
results show that our method consistently yields better results than these existing
methods on both tasks across all the domains.

4.2

The Proposed Approach

Let X = {x1 , x2 , ..., xn } be a set of candidate features extracted from reviews of a
given product (e.g., TV, cell phone). Specifically, by using a part-of-speech tagger1 ,
nouns (e.g., “battery”) and two consecutive nouns (e.g., “battery life”) are identified
as candidates of explicit features, and adjectives and verbs are identified as candidates
of implicit features. Stop words are removed from X. The algorithm aims to group
similar candidate terms so that the terms referring to the same aspect are put into
one cluster. At last, the important aspects are selected from the resulting clusters,
and the candidates contained in these aspects are identified as features.

4.2.1

A Clustering Framework

Algorithm 1 illustrates the clustering process. The algorithm takes as input a set
X that contains n candidate terms, a natural number k indicating the number of
aspects, a natural number s (0 < s ≤ n) indicating the number of candidates that
1

http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml
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will be grouped first to generate the seed clusters, and a real number δ indicating
the upper bound of the distance between two mergeable clusters. Instead of applying
the agglomerative clustering to all the candidates, it first selects a set X 0 ⊆ X of
s candidates that appear most frequently in the corpus for clustering. The reasons
for this are two-fold. First, the frequently mentioned terms are more likely to be
the actual features of customers’ interests. By clustering these terms first, we can
generate high quality seed clusters. Second, as the clustering algorithm requires
pairwise distances between candidates/clusters, it could be very time-consuming if
there are a large number of candidates. We can speed up the process by clustering
only the most frequent ones.
Algorithm 1: Clustering for Aspect Discovery
Input: X = {x1 , ..., xn }, k, s, δ
Output: {Aj }kj=1
0
0
0
1 Select the top s most frequent candidates from X: X = {x1 , ..., xs };
0
0
2 Set C1 ← {x1 }, ..., Cs ← {xs };
3 Set Θ ← {C1 , ..., Cs };
4 while there exist a pair of mergeable clusters from Θ do
5
Select a pair of closest clusters Cl and Cm such that
VIOLATE-CONSTRAINTS(Cl , Cm , δ) is false;
6
Cm ← Cl ∪ Cm ;
7
Θ ← Θ − {Cl };

11

for xi ∈ X − X 0 do
Select the closest clusters Cd from Θ such that
VIOLATE-CONSTRAINTS({xi }, Cd , δ) is false;
if there exist such cluster Cd then
Cd ← Cd ∪ {xi };

12

{Aj }kj=1 ← SELECT(Θ, k);

8
9

10

The clustering starts with every frequent term x0i in its own cluster Ci , and Θ is
the set of all clusters. In each iteration, a pair of clusters Cl and Cm that are most
likely composed of features referring to the same aspect are merged into one. Both
a similarity measure and a set of constraints are used to select such pair of clusters.
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We propose a domain-specific similarity measure that determines how similar the
members in two clusters are regarding the particular domain/product. Moreover, we
add a set of merging constraints to further ensure that the terms from different aspects
would not be merged. The clustering process stops when it cannot find another pair
of clusters that satisfy the constraints. We call the obtained clusters in Θ the seed
clusters. Next, the algorithm assigns each of the remaining candidate xi ∈ X − X 0 to
its closest seed cluster that satisfies the merging constraints. At last, k clusters are
selected from Θ as aspects2 . Based on the idea that the frequent clusters are usually
the important aspects of customers’ interests, we select the top k clusters having the
highest sum of members’ frequencies of occurrence. From the k aspects, the nouns
and noun phrases (e.g., “speed”, “size”) are recognized as explicit features, and the
adjectives and verbs (e.g., “fast”, “big”), are recognized as implicit features.

4.2.2

Domain-specific Similarity

The similarity measure aims to identify terms referring to the same aspect of a product. Prior studies [163, 164] have shown that general semantic similarities learned
from thesaurus dictionaries (e.g., WordNet) do not perform well in grouping features,
mainly because the similarities between words/phrases are domain dependent. For
example, “ice cream sandwich” and “operating system” are not relevant in general,
but they refer to the same aspect in cell phone reviews3 ; “smooth” and “speed” are
more similar in cell phone domain than they are in hair dryer domain. Methods
based on distributional information in a domain-specific corpus are usually used to
determine the domain-dependent similarities between words/phrases. However, relying completely on the corpus may not be sufficient either. For example, people usually
use “inexpensive” or “great price” instead of “inexpensive price”; similarly, they use
2
3

If k is larger than the number of clusters obtained, all the clusters are selected as aspects.
Ice Cream Sandwich is a version of the Android mobile operating system.
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“running fast” or “great speed” instead of “fast speed”. Though “inexpensive” and
“price” or “fast” and “speed” refer to the same aspect, we may not find they are
similar based on their context or co-occurrences in the corpus.
We propose to estimate the domain-specific similarities between candidates by
incorporating both general semantic similarity and corpus-based statistical association. Formally, let G be a n × n similarity matrix, where Gij is the general semantic
similarity between candidates xi and xj , Gij ∈ [0, 1], Gij = 1 when i = j, and
Gij = Gji . We use UMBC Semantic Similarity Service4 to get G. It combines both
WordNet knowledge and statistics from a large web corpus to compute the semantic
similarity between words/phrases [70].
Let T be a n×n association matrix, where Tij is the pairwise statistical association
between xi and xj in the domain-specific corpus, Tij ∈ [0, 1], Tij = 1 when i = j,
and Tij = Tji . We use normalized pointwise mutual information (NPMI) [16] as the
measure of association to get T , that is,

N f (x ,x )

N P M I(xi , xj ) =

log f (xi )fi (xjj )
− log

f (xi ,xj )
N

,

where f (xi ) (or f (xj )) is the number of documents where xi (or xj ) appears, f (xi , xj )
is the number of documents where xi and xj co-occur in a sentence, and N is the
total number of documents in the domain-specific corpus. NPMI is the normalization of pointwise mutual information (PMI), which has the pleasant property
N P M I(xi , xj ) ∈ [−1, 1] [16]. The values of NPMI are rescaled to the range of [0, 1],
because we want Tij ∈ [0, 1].
A candidate xi can be represented by the i-th row in G or T , i.e., the row vector
gi: or ti: , which tells us what xi is about in terms of its general semantic similarities
4

http://swoogle.umbc.edu/SimService/index.html
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or statistical associations to other terms. The cosine similarity between two vectors
~u and ~v can be calculated as:

n
~u · ~v
ui vi
= qP i=1qP
.
n
n
k ~u kk ~v k
2
2
u
v
i=1 i
i=1 i

P

cosine(~u, ~v ) =

By calculating the cosine similarity between two vectors of xi and xj (i 6= j), we get
the following similarity metrics:

simg (xi , xj ) = cosine(gi: , gj: ),
simt (xi , xj ) = cosine(ti: , tj: ),
simgt (xi , xj ) = max(cosine(gi: , tj: ), cosine(ti: , gj: )).

simg (xi , xj ) provides the comparison between gi: and gj: . Similar row vectors in G
indicate similar meanings of two terms (e.g., “price” and “inexpensive”). simt (xi , xj )
provides the comparison between ti: and tj: . Similar row vectors in T indicate similar
context of two terms in the domain, and terms that occur in the same contexts tend
to have similar meanings [71] (e.g., “ice cream sandwich” and “operating system”).
simgt (xi , xj ) provides the comparison between the row vector in G and the row vector
in T of two terms. simgt (xi , xj ) is designed to get high value when the terms strongly
associated with xi (or xj ) are semantically similar to xj (or xi ). By this measure, the
domain-dependent synonyms such as “smooth” and “speed” (in cell phone domain)
can be identified because the word “smooth” frequently co-occurs with some other
words (e.g., “fast”, “run”) that are synonymous with the word “speed”.
Because Gij ∈ [0, 1] and Tij ∈ [0, 1], the values of simg (xi , xj ), simt (xi , xj ), and
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simgt (xi , xj ) range from 0 to 1. In addition, simg (xi , xj ) = simg (xj , xi ), simt (xi , xj ) =
simt (xj , xi ) and simgt (xi , xj ) = simgt (xj , xi ). When i = j, we set all the similarity
metrics between xi and xj to 1. Finally, the domain-specific similarity between xi
and xj (i 6= j) is defined as the weighted sum of the above three similarity metrics:
sim(xi , xj ) = wg simg (xi , xj ) + wt simt (xi , xj ) + wgt simgt (xi , xj ), where wg , wt and wgt
denote the relative weight of importance of the three similarity metrics, respectively.
The values of the weight ranges from 0 to 1, and wg + wt + wgt = 1.
Based on the domain-specific similarities between candidates, we now define the
distance measures of clustering as:

P

distavg (Cl , Cm ) =

xi0 ∈Cl

P

xj 0 ∈Cm (1

− sim(xi0 , xj 0 ))

|Cl | × |Cm |

,

r(Cl ) = argmaxxi0 ∈Cl f (xi0 ),
distrep (Cl , Cm ) = 1 − sim(r(Cl ), r(Cm )),

where distavg (Cl , Cm ) is the average of candidate distances between clusters Cl and
Cm , r(Cl ) is the most frequent member (i.e., representative term) in cluster Cl , and
distrep (Cl , Cm ) is the distance between the representative terms of two clusters. The
two clusters describing the same aspect should be close to each other in terms of both
average distance and representative distance, thus the final distance is defined as the
maximum of these two:

dist(Cl , Cm ) = max(distavg (Cl , Cm ), distrep (Cl , Cm )).
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4.2.3

Merging Constraints

Prior studies [151] have explored the idea of incorporating background knowledge
as constraints on the clustering process to further improve the performance. Two
types of constraints are usually considered: must-link constraints specifying that
two objects (e.g., words) must be placed in the same cluster, and cannot-link constraints specifying that two objects cannot be placed in the same cluster. We also
add problem-specific constraints that specify which clusters cannot be merged together, but instead of manually creating the cannot-links between specific words, our
cannot-link constraints are automatically calculated during the clustering process.
Specifically, two clusters cannot be merged if they violate any of the three merging
constraints: (1) The distance between two clusters must be less than a given value δ
(see Algorithm 1). (2) There must be at least one noun or noun phrase (candidate
of explicit feature) existing in one of the two clusters. Because we assume an aspect
should contain at least one explicit feature, and we would not get an aspect by
merging two non-aspect clusters. (3) The sum of frequencies of the candidates from
two clusters co-occurring in the same sentences must be higher than the sum of
frequencies of them co-occurring in the same documents but different sentences. The
idea is that people tend to talk about different aspects of a product in different
sentences in a review, and talk about the same aspect in a small window (e.g., the
same sentence).

4.3

Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach on feature
extraction and aspect discovery. Table 6.2 describes the datasets from three different
domains that were used in the experiments. The cell phone reviews were collected
from the online shop of a cell phone company, and the GPS and TV reviews were
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collected from Amazon.
Three human annotators manually annotate the datasets to create gold standards
of features and aspects. These annotators first identify feature expressions from
reviews independently. The expressions that were agreed by at least two annotators
were selected as features. Then the authors manually specified a set of aspects based
on these features, and asked three annotators to label each feature with an aspect
category. The average inter-annotator agreement on aspect annotation was κ = 0.687
(stddev = 0.154) according to Cohen’s Kappa statistic. To obtain the gold standard
annotation of aspects, the annotators discussed to reach an agreement when there
was a disagreement on the aspect category of a feature. We are making the datasets
and annotations publicly available 5 .
Table 6.2 shows the number of reviews, aspects, unique explicit/implicit features
manually identified by annotators, and candidates of explicit (i.e., noun and noun
phrase) and implicit (i.e., adjective and verb) features extracted from the datasets in
three domains.
#
#
#
#
#
#

Reviews
Aspects
Features (expl.)
Features (impl.)
Candidates (expl.)
Candidates (impl.)

Cell phone
500
46
419
339
1,248
1,115

GPS
500
37
637
492
2,078
1,779

TV
500
34
485
277
2,333
1,690

Table 4.1: Data sets and gold standards.
We use “CAFE” (Clustering for Aspect and Feature Extraction) to denote the
proposed method. We assume the number of aspects k is specified by the users, and
set k = 50 throughout all the experiments. We use s = 500, δ = 0.8, wg = wt =
0.2, wgt = 0.6 as the default setting of CAFE, and study the effect of parameters in
5

http://knoesis.wright.edu/researchers/luchen/download/naacl16_aspects.zip
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Figure 4.1: Precision-recall curves at various parameter settings for three feature
extraction methods.
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Method
PROP
LRTBOOT
CAFE
CAFE-g
CAFE-t
CAFE-gt

Cell-phone
Precision Recall
0.3489
0.6503
0.3819
0.8112
0.6421
0.5929
0.6822
0.5667
0.4761
0.5833
0.5519
0.6000

F-score
0.4541
0.5193
0.6165
0.6191
0.5243
0.5749

Precision
0.3157
0.5342
0.7197
0.6831
0.5765
0.6512

GPS
Recall
0.8222
0.7488
0.7064
0.6154
0.6845
0.6028

F-score
0.4562
0.6235
0.7130
0.6475
0.6259
0.6261

Precision
0.2851
0.4572
0.6086
0.5959
0.4892
0.5445

TV
Recall
0.8454
0.7340
0.7155
0.6330
0.7175
0.7320

F-score
0.4264
0.5635
0.6577
0.6139
0.5817
0.6245

Table 4.2: Experimental results of feature extraction.
Section “Influence of Parameters”. In addition, we evaluate each individual similarity
metric – “CAFE-g”, “CAFE-t” and “CAFE-gt” denote the variations of “CAFE” that
use simg (xi , xj ), simt (xi , xj ), and simgt (xi , xj ) as the similarity measure, respectively.
We empirically set δ = 0.4 for “CAFE-g”, δ = 0.84 for “CAFE-t” and δ = 0.88 for
“CAFE-gt”.

4.3.1

Evaluations on Feature Extraction

We compared CAFE against the following two state-of-the-art methods on feature
extraction:
• PROP: A double propagation approach [127] that extracts features using handcrafted rules based on dependency relations between features and opinion words.
• LRTBOOT: A bootstrapping approach [68] that extracts features by mining
pairwise feature-feature, feature-opinion, opinion-opinion associations between
terms in the corpus, where the association is measured by the likelihood ratio
tests (LRT).
Both methods require seeds terms. We ranked the feature candidates by descending
document frequency and manually selected the top 10 genuine features as seeds for
them. According to the study [68], the performance for LRTBOOT remained almost
constant when increasing the seeds from 1 to 50. Three association thresholds need
to be specified for LRTBOOT. Following the original study in which the experiments
were conducted on cell-phone reviews, we set f f th = 21.0, ooth = 12.0, and performed
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grid search for the value of f oth. The best results were achieved at f oth = 9.0 for
cell-phone reviews, and at f oth = 12.0 for GPS and TV reviews.
The results were evaluated by precision =
=

2×precision×recall
,
precision+recall

Nagree
,
Nresult

recall =

Nagree
,
Ngold

and F-score

where Nresult and Ngold are the number of features in the result

and the gold standard, respectively, and Nagree is the number of features that are
agreed by both sides. Because PROP and LRTBOOT extract only explicit features,
the evaluation was conducted on the quality of explicit features. The performance
of identifying implicit features will be examined by evaluation on aspect discovery,
because implicit features have to be merged into aspects to be detected.
Table 4.2 shows the best results (in terms of F-score) of feature extraction by
different methods. Both PROP and LRTBOOT obtain high recall and relatively low
precision. CAFE greatly improves precision, with a relatively small loss of recall,
resulting in 21.68% and 9.36% improvement in macro-averaged F-score over PROP
and LRTBOOT, respectively. We also plot precision-recall curves at various parameter settings for CAFE and LRTBOOT in Figure 4.1. For CAFE, we kept s = 500,
wg = wt = 0.2, wgt = 0.6, and increased δ from 0.64 to 0.96. For LRTBOOT, we kept
f f th = 21.0, ooth = 12.0, and increased f oth from 6.0 to 30.0. For PROP, only one
precision-recall point was obtained. From Figure 4.1, we see that the curve of CAFE
lies well above those of LRTBOOT and PROP across three datasets. Though LRTBOOT achieved similar precision as CAFE did at the recall rate of approximately
0.37 for GPS reviews and at the recall rate of approximately 0.49 for TV reviews, it
performed worse than CAFE at increasing recall levels for both datasets.
The key difference between CAFE and the baselines is that CAFE groups terms
into clusters and identifies the terms in the selected aspect clusters as features, while
both baselines enlarge a feature seed set by mining syntactical or statistical associations between features and opinion words. The results suggest that features can be
more precisely identified via aspect clustering. Generally, CAFE is superior to its
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variations, and CAFE-g outperforms CAFE-gt and CAFE-t.

4.3.2

Evaluations on Aspect Discovery

For comparison with CAFE on aspect discovery, we implemented the following three
methods:
• MuReinf : A clustering method [145] that utilizes the mutual reinforcement
association between features and opinion words to iteratively group them into
clusters. Similar to the proposed method, it is unsupervised, clustering-based,
and handling implicit features.
• L-EM: A semi-supervised learning method [164] that adapts the Naive Bayesianbased EM algorithm to group synonym features into categories. Because semisupervised learning needs some labeled examples, the proposed method first
automatically generates some labeled examples (i.e., the groups of synonym
feature expressions) based on features sharing common words and lexical similarity.
• L-LDA: A baseline method [164] that is based on LDA. The same labeled
examples generated by L-EM are used as seeds for each topic in topic modeling.
These three methods require features to be extracted beforehand, and focus on
grouping features into aspects. Both LRTBOOT and CAFE are used to provide
the input features to them. We set α = 0.6 for MuReinf, because their study [145]
showed that the method achieved best results at α > 0.5. All three methods utilize
dictionary-based semantic similarity to some extent. Since CAFE uses the UMBC
Semantic Similarity Service, we use the same service to provide the semantic similarity
for all the methods.
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LRTBOOT + MuReinf
LRTBOOT + L-EM
LRTBOOT + L-LDA
CAFE + MuReinf
CAFE + L-EM
CAFE + L-LDA
CAFE
CAFE-g
CAFE-t
CAFE-gt

Cell-phone
0.7182
0.6633
0.7653
0.7973
0.7581
0.7904
0.8041
0.7382
0.7868
0.8073

GPS
0.8031
0.6893
0.7198
0.8212
0.7772
0.8144
0.8238
0.7534
0.8050
0.7716

TV
0.7747
0.7138
0.7664
0.8334
0.7879
0.8247
0.8326
0.8205
0.7965
0.7906

macro-average
0.7653
0.6888
0.7505
0.8173
0.7744
0.8098
0.8202
0.7707
0.7961
0.7898

Table 4.3: Rand Index of aspect identification.
The results were evaluated using Rand Index [131], a standard measure of the
similarity between the clustering results and a gold standard. Given a set of n objects
and two partitions of them, the Rand Index is defined as

2(a+b)
.
n×(n−1)

The idea is that the

agreements/disagreements between two partitions are checked on n × (n − 1) pairs
of objects. Among all the pairs, there are a pairs belonging to the same cluster in
both partitions, and b pairs belonging to different clusters in both partitions. In this
study, the gold standard and the aspect clusters may not share the exact same set of
features due to the noise in feature extraction, therefore we consider n the number of
expressions in the union of two sets.
Table 4.3 shows the Rand Index achieved by different methods. Among the
methods that generate partitions of the same features provided by CAFE, CAFE
achieves the best macro-averaged Rand Index, followed by CAFE + MuReinf, CAFE
+ L-LDA, and CAFE + L-EM. CAFE outperforms the variations using the single
similarity metric, i.e., CAFE-g, CAFE-t and CAFE-gt. The results imply the effectiveness of our domain-specific similarity measure in identifying synonym features
in a particular domain. Using the input features from LRTBOOT, the performance
of MuReinf, L-EM and L-LDA decrease on all three domains, compared with using
the input features from CAFE. The decrease is more significant for L-EM and L-LDA
than for MuReinf, which suggest that the semi-supervised methods L-EM and L-LDA
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Figure 4.2: CAFE parameter tuning: feature quality in terms of F-score (F1) and
aspect quality in terms of Rand Index (RI). The default setting is s = 500, δ = 0.8,
wg = wt = 0.2, wgt = 0.6. We keep other parameters as the default setting when we
tune an individual parameter.
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Cell-phone
screen, display, touch, button, pixel screen, icon, amold display, pressed, click, navigate
battery, life, battery life, power, backup battery, spare, recharge, powered, plug, lasted
camera, picture, video, photo, zoom, motion videos, gallery, fuzzy, grainy, shooting, recorded
call, car, speaker, call quality, call reminder, drop, connect, answered, clear, hear, speak
size, hand, screen size, finger, font size, width, tiny, huge, bigger, larger, big, carry, small, large
GPS
direction, route, road, instructions, streets, highway, side, lane, exit, intersection, track
map, point, information, interest, info, data, map loading, accurate, search, locate, listed
signal, satellite, antenna, receiver, radio, fm transmitter,traffic receiver, sensor, sensitive
voice, voice recognition, microphone, speaker, volume, guy voice, robot voice, repeat, loud
suction cup, windshield, bean bag, mount, attachment, unit fall, attaching, pulling, break
TV
picture, hd picture, image, scene, photo, action scenes, view, visual, show, present
cable, channel, cable box, station, wire, antenna tuner, format, transmission
sound, speaker, volume, noise, hum, echo, audible, tinny, muffled, hissing, loud, pitched
price, market, cost, tax, credit, sale, discount, purchase, expensive, worth, saved, cheap
glare, reflection, sunlight, lamp, daylight, blind, flickering, dim, fluorescent, dark, reflective

Table 4.4: Examples of discovered aspects and features by the proposed approach
CAFE. Explicit and implicit features are denoted in boldface and italics, respectively.
The first term in each cluster is the representative term of that aspect.
are more dependent on the quality of input features.
Table 4.4 illustrates a sample of the discovered aspects and features by CAFE.
The algorithm identifies the important aspects in general sense as well as the important aspects that are not so obvious thus could be easily missed by human judges,
e.g., suction cup for GPS and glare for TV. In addition, both explicit and implicit
features are identified and grouped into the aspects, e.g., expensive and price, big and
size, sensitive and signal.

4.3.3

Influence of Parameters

We varied the value of δ (distance upper bound), s (the number of frequent candidates
selected to generate seed clusters) and wgt (the weight of simgt ) to see how they
impact the results of CAFE, for both feature extraction (in terms of F-Score) and
aspect discovery (in terms of Rand Index). Both F-score and Rand Index increases
rapidly at first and then slowly decreases as we increase δ from 0.64 to 0.96 (see the
left subplot in Figure 4.2). Because more clusters are allowed to be merged as we
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increase δ, which is good at first but then it introduces more noise than benefit. Based
on the experiments on three domains, the best results can be achieved when δ is set
to a value between 0.76 and 0.84. The middle subplot illustrates the impact of s,
which shows that CAFE generates better results by first clustering the top 10%-30%
most frequent candidates. Infrequent words/phrases are usually more noisy, and the
results could be affected more seriously if the noises are included in the clusters in
the early stage of clustering. Experiments were also conducted to study the impact of
the three similarity metrics. Due to the space limit, we only display the impact of wgt
and wg given wt = 0.2. As we can see from the right subplot in Figure 4.2, setting wgt
or wg to zero evidently decreases the performance, indicating both similarity metrics
are useful. The best F-score and Rand Index can be achieved when we set wgt to 0.5
or 0.6 across all three domains.

4.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we propose a clustering approach that simultaneously extracts features and aspects of a given product from reviews. Our approach groups the feature
candidates into clusters based on their domain-specific similarities and merging constraints, then selects the important aspects and identifies features from these aspects.
This approach has the following advantages: (1) It identifies both aspects and features
simultaneously. The evaluation shows that its accuracy on both tasks outperforms
the competitors. (2) Both explicit and implicit features can be identified and grouped
into aspects. The mappings of implicit features into explicit features are accomplished
naturally during the clustering process. (3) It does not require labeled data or seed
words, which makes it easier to apply and broader in application. In our future work,
instead of selecting aspects based on frequency, we will leverage domain knowledge
to improve the selection.
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Extracting Public Opinions for
Electoral Prediction
In this chapter, we show how to harness public opinions extracted from user generated
content on social media to predict election results. In this application scenario, an
opinion can be represented as a quadruple (h, s, e, c), where h is the opinion holder
(i.e., an individual who posts the opinion), s is a specific candidate in the election, e
is the opinion expressions, and c is the assessment of the opinion. We especially focus
on the assessment (c) of a user’s opinion about a specific candidate. In addition, we
explore whether and how the opinion holder (h) matters in predicting the election
results.

5.1

Overview

Nearly 65% of American adults use social media platforms [124], and people spend
nearly 30% of their online time on social networks [98]. Among the popular social
media platforms, Twitter has over 310 million monthly active users1 , generating over
500 million tweets per day2 . The topics being discussed in social media cover almost
every aspect of our lives. Researchers are making every effort to make sense of the
1
2

https://about.twitter.com/company
http://www.internetlivestats.com/twitter-statistics/
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user generated content on social media to understand what is going on in the world.
One of the most valuable information that can be extracted from social media content
is public opinion. There is a surge of interest in building systems that harness the
public opinions learned from social media websites to predict what is about to happen,
e.g., predicting box-office revenues [6, 105], stock market [15, 62, 166], and election
outcomes [11, 93, 115, 135, 148].
Existing studies using social data to predict election results have focused on
obtaining the measures/indicators of public opinion towards a party or a candidate
to perform the prediction. They treat all the users equally, and ignore the fact that
social media users have different political preferences and engage in the elections
with different levels of involvement. A prior study [111] has shown that significant
differences exist between silent majority (users who tweeted once) and vocal minority
(users who tweet very often) in the generated content and tweeting behavior in the
context of political elections. However, whether and how such differences will affect
the prediction results still remains unexplored. For example, in our study, 56.07%
of Twitter users who participate in the discussion of 2012 U.S. Republican Primaries
post only one tweet. The identification of the voting intent of these users could be
more challenging than that of the users who post more tweets. Will such differences
lead to different prediction performance? Furthermore, the users participating in the
discussion may have different political preference. Is it the case that the prediction
based on the right-leaning users will be more accurate than that based on the leftleaning users, since it is the Republican Primaries? Exploring these questions can
expand our understanding of social media based prediction and shed light on using
user sampling to further improve the prediction performance.
We investigate above questions by studying different groups of social media users
who engage in the discussions about elections, and compare the predictive power
among these user groups. Specifically, we chose the 2012 U.S. Republican Presidential
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Primaries on Super Tuesday3 among four candidates: Newt Gingrich, Ron Paul, Mitt
Romney and Rick Santorum. We collected 6,008,062 tweets from 933,343 users talking
about these four candidates in an eight week period before the elections. All the users
are characterized across four dimensions: engagement degree, tweet mode, content
type, and political preference. We first investigate the user categorization on each
dimension, and then compare different group of users on the task of predicting the
results of Super Tuesday races in 10 states.
The main contributions of this work are as follows. First, we introduce a simple
and effective method to identify a user’s political preference, and group users based
on their political preference and participation (engagement degree, tweet mode, and
content type) in the election-related discussion. Second, instead of using tweet volume
or the general sentiment of tweet corpus as the predictor, we predict the “vote” of
each user based on the assessment of his/her opinion towards each specific candidate,
and predicted the results based on “vote-counting”. Third, we examine the predictive
power of different user groups in predicting the results of Super Tuesday races in 10
states. The results were evaluated using both the accuracy of predicting winners and
the error rate between the predicted votes and the actual votes for each candidate.

5.2

User Categorization

Using Twitter Streaming API, we collected tweets that contain the words “gingrich,
“romney”, “ron paul”, or “santorum” from January 10th 2012 to March 5th 2012
(Super Tuesday was March 6th). Totally, the dataset comprises 6,008,062 tweets
from 933,343 users. The data used for this study has been collected as part of a
social web application – Twitris4 , which provides real-time monitoring and multifaceted analysis of social signals surrounding an event (e.g., the 2012 U.S. Presidential
3
4

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Super_Tuesday
http://twitris.knoesis.org/
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Election). In this section, we discuss user categorization on four dimensions, and
study the participation behaviors of different user groups.

5.2.1

Categorizing Users by Engagement Degree

We use the number of tweets posted by a user to measure his/her engagement degree.
The fewer tweets a user posts, the more challenging is the task of predicting the
user’s voting intent. An extreme example is to predict the voting intent of a user who
posted only one tweet. Thus, we want to examine the predictive power of different
user groups with various degrees of engagement.
Specifically, we divided users into the following five groups: the users who post
only one tweet (very low), 2-10 tweets (low), 11-50 tweets (medium), 51-300 tweets
(high), and more than 300 tweets (very high). Table 5.1 shows the distribution of
users and tweets over five engagement categories. We found that more than half of
the users in the dataset belong to the very low group, which contributes only 8.71%
of the tweet volume, while the very highly engaged group contributes 23.73% of the
tweet volume with only 0.23% of all the users. It raises the question of whether the
tweet volume is a proper predictor, given that a small group of users can produce a
large amount of tweets.
Engagement Degree
Tweets per User
User Volume
Tweet Volume

Very Low
1
56.07%
8.71%

Low
[2, 10]
35.93%
20.31%

Medium
[11, 50]
6.19%
20.42%

High
[51, 300]
1.58%
26.83%

Very High
>300
0.23%
23.73%

Table 5.1: User groups with different engagement degrees.
To further study the behaviors of the users at different engagement levels, we
examined the usage of hashtags and URLs in different user groups (see Table 5.2).
We found that the users who are more engaged in the discussion use more hashtags
and URLs in their tweets. Since hashtags and URLs are frequently used in Twitter
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Engagement Degree
Tweets with Hashtags
Hashtags per tweet
Tweets with URLs
Only Text

Very Low
22.95%
1.43
33.44%
50.93%

Low
26.98%
1.58
40.16%
43.11%

Medium
30.58%
1.95
49.02%
34.19%

High
32.85%
2.14
53.88%
29.35%

Very High
39.45%
2.68
59.89%
25.31%

Table 5.2: Usage of hashtags and URLs by different user groups.
as ways of promotion, e.g, hashtags can be used to create trending topics, the usage
of hashtags and URLs reflects the users’ intent to attract people’s attention on the
topic they discuss. The more engaged users show stronger such intent and
are more involved in the election event. Specifically, only 22.95% of all tweets
created by very lowly engaged users contain hashtags; this proportion increases to
39.45% in the very highly engaged users. In addition, the average number of hashtags
per tweet (among the tweets that contain hashtags) is 1.43 in the very low engagement
group, while this number is 2.68 for the very high engagement group. The users who
are more engaged also use more URLs, and generate less tweets that are only text
(not containing any hashtag or URL). We will see whether and how such differences
among user engagement groups will lead to varied results in predicting the elections
later.

5.2.2

Categorizing Users by Tweet Mode

There are two main ways of producing a tweet, i.e., creating the tweet by the user
himself/herself (original tweet) or forwarding another user’s tweet (retweet). Original
tweets are considered to reflect the users’ attitude, however, the reason for retweeting
can be varied [17, 96], e.g., to inform or entertain the users’ followers or to be friendly
to the one who created the tweet, thus retweets do not necessarily reflect the users’
thoughts. It may lead to different prediction performance between the users who post
more original tweets and the users who have more retweets, since the voting intent of
the latter is more difficult to recognize.
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Tweet Mode
Retweet
All Users
Very Low
Low
Medium
High
Very High

Orig. Tweet-Dom.
<20%
49.04%
55.32%
41.04%
42.01%
38.44%
31.89%

Orig. Tweet-Prone
[20%, 40%)
4.76%
0.00%
9.83%
15.41%
15.21%
13.88%

Balanced
[40%, 60%)
7.22%
0.00%
16.70%
14.78%
16.62%
17.03%

RT-Prone
[60%, 80%)
4.27%
0.00%
8.81%
13.21%
15.39%
17.73%

RT-Dom.
>=80%
34.71%
44.68%
23.62%
14.59%
14.35%
19.47%

Table 5.3: User distribution over categorization of tweet mode.
According to users’ preference on generating their tweets, i.e., tweet mode, we
classified the users as original tweet-dominant, original tweet-prone, balanced, retweetprone and retweet-dominant. A user is classified as original tweet-dominant if less than
20% of all his/her tweets are retweets. Each user from retweet-dominant group has
more than 80% of all his/her tweets that are retweets. In Table 5.3, we illustrate the
categorization, the user distribution over the five categories, and the tweet mode of
users in different engagement groups.
It is interesting to find that the original tweet-dominant group accounts for the
biggest proportion of users in every user engagement group, and this proportion
declines with the increasing degree of user engagement (55.32% of very lowly engaged
users are original tweet-dominant, while only 31.89% of very highly engaged users
are original tweet-dominant). It is also worth noting that a significant number
of users (34.71% of all the users) belong to the retweet -dominant group,
whose voting intent might be difficult to detect.

5.2.3

Categorizing Users by Content Type

Based on content, tweets can be classified into two classes – opinion and information
(i.e., subjective and objective). Studying the differences between the users who post
more information and the users who are keen to express their opinions could provide
us with another perspective in understanding the effect of using these two types of
content in electoral prediction.
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Content Type
Opinion
All Users
Very Low
Low
Medium
High
Very High

Opinion-Dom.
>=80%
25.89%
39.00%
11.09%
0.59%
0.22%
0.05%

Opinion-Prone
[60%, 80%)
4.74%
0.00%
11.75%
8.02%
1.43%
0.42%

Balanced
[40%, 60%)
14.75%
0.00%
30.92%
42.85%
53.84%
58.98%

Info.-Prone
[20%, 40%)
9.92%
0.00%
18.84%
38.60%
42.06%
39.89%

Info.-Dom.
<20%
44.70%
61.00%
27.40%
9.94%
2.45%
0.66%

Table 5.4: User distribution over categorization of content type.
We first identified whether a tweet represents positive or negative opinion about
an election candidate. We used the approach proposed in [27] to learn a candidatespecific sentiment lexicon from the tweet collection. This lexicon contained sentiment
words and phrases which were used to express positive or negative opinions about
the candidates. Totally, this lexicon is comprised of 1,674 positive words/phrases and
1,842 negative words/phrases, which was applied to recognize the opinions about each
candidate in tweets. If a tweet contained more positive (negative) words than negative
(positive) words about a candidate, e.g., Mitt Romney, it was annotated as “positive(negative)_Mitt_Romney”. If there were no sentiment words found in a tweet
about a candidate, e.g., Mitt Romney, it was annotated as “neutral_Mitt_Romney”.
Thus, every tweet has four sentiment labels (one for each candidate). “I want Romney to win over Santorum but you must be careful in your negative ads.” was labeled
as “neutral_Newt_Gingrich”, ‘neutral_Ron_Paul”, “positive_Mitt_Romney”, and
“negative_Rick_Santorum”.
The tweets that are positive or negative about any candidate are considered opinion tweets, and the tweets that are neutral about all the candidates are considered information tweets. We also used a five-point scale to classify the users based on whether
they post more opinion or information in their tweets: opinion-dominant, opinionprone, balanced, information-prone and information-dominant. Table 5.4 shows the
user distribution among all the users, and the users in different engagement groups
categorized by content type.
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The users from very low engagement group have only one tweet, so they either
belong to opinion-dominant (39%) or information dominant (61%). With users’
engagement increasing from low to very high, the proportions of opinion-dominant,
opinion-prone and information-dominant users dramatically decrease from 11.09%
to 0.05%, 11.75% to 0.42%, and 27.40% to 0.66%, respectively. In contrast, the
proportions of balanced and information-prone users grow. In high and very high
engagement groups, the balanced and information-prone users together accounted for
more than 95% of all users. It shows the tendency that more engaged users post
a mixture of content, with similar proportion of opinion and information,
or larger proportion of information.

5.2.4

Identifying Users’ Political Preference

Since we focused on the Republican Presidential Primaries, it should be interesting
to compare two groups of users with different political preferences – left-leaning and
right-leaning. Some efforts [35, 36, 63] have been made to address the problem of
predicting the political preference/orientation of Twitter users in recent years. In our
study, we use a simple but effective method to identify the left-leaning and rightleaning users.
We collected a set of Twitter users with known political preference from Twellow5 .
Specifically, we acquired 10,324 users who are labeled as Republican, conservative,
Libertarian or Tea Party as right-leaning users, and 9,545 users who are labeled as
Democrat, liberal or progressive as left-leaning users. We denote the top 1,000 leftleaning users and top 1,000 right-leaning users who have the most followers as LI and
RI , respectively. Among the remaining users that are not contained in LI or RI , there
are 1,169 left-leaning users and 2,172 right-leaning users included in our dataset, and
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Political Preference
# of Tweets
# of Users
Tweets per User
Original Tweets
Retweets
Tweets with Hashtags
Hashtags per Tweet
Tweets with URLs
Only Text
Opinion

Left-Leaning
702,178
27,586
25.5
48.46%
51.54%
33.02%
1.68
45.95%
34.57%
41.31%

Right-Leaning
1,863,186
56,348
33.1
56.09%
43.91%
37.99%
1.93
52.75%
30.19%
41.47%

Table 5.5: Comparison between left-leaning and right-leaning users.
these 3,341 users are denoted as T .
The intuitive idea is that a user tends to follow others who share the same
political preference as his/hers. The more right-leaning users one follows, the more
likely that he/she belongs to the right-leaning group. Among all the users that a
user is following, let Nl be the number of left-leaning users from LI and Nr be the
number of right-leaning users from RI . We estimated the probability that the user
is left-leaning as

Nl
,
Nl +Nr

and the probability that the user is right-leaning as

Nr
.
Nl +Nr

The user is labeled as left-leaning (right-leaning) if the probability that he/she is
left-leaning (right-leaning) is more than a threshold τ . Empirically, we set τ = 0.6
in our study. We tested this method on the labeled dataset T and the result shows
that this method correctly identified the political preferences of 3,088 users out of all
3,341 users (with an accuracy of 0.9243).
Totally, this method identified the political preferences of 83,934 users from all
of the 933,343 users in our dataset. Other users may not follow any of the users in
LI or RI , or follow similar numbers of left-leaning and right-leaning users, thus their
political preferences could not be identified. Table 5.5 shows the comparison of leftleaning and right-leaning users in our dataset. We found that right-leaning users
were more involved in this election event in several ways. Specifically, the
number of right-leaning users was two times more than that of left-leaning users, and
5

http://www.twellow.com/
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U.S. State
# of Tweets
# of Users
Population
# of Tweets
# of Users
Population

Alaska
7,633
736
722,718
Ohio
102,880
18,066
11,544,951

Georgia
88,555
13,210
9,815,210
Okalahoma
27,747
3,965
3,791,508

Idaho
17,331
1,830
1,584,985
Tennessee
58,384
7,980
6,403,353

Massachusetts
89,842
15,009
6,587,536
Vermont
5,525
1,183
626,431

North Dakota
3,763
661
683,932
Virginia
73,172
9,796
8,096,604

Table 5.6: Distribution of tweets and users over 10 Super Tuesday states.
the right-leaning users generated 2.65 times the number of tweets as the left-leaning
users. Compared with the left-leaning users, the right-leaning users tended to create
more original tweets and used more hashtags and URLs in their tweets. This result
is quite reasonable since it was the Republican election, with which the right-leaning
users are supposed to be more concerned than the left-leaning users.

5.3

Electoral Prediction with Different User Groups

In this section, we examine the predictive power of different user groups in predicting
the Super Tuesday election results in 10 states. We first recognized the users from
each state. There are two types of location information from Twitter – the geographic
location of a tweet, and the user location in the profile. We utilized the background
knowledge from LinkedGeoData6 to identify the states from user location information7 . If the user’s state could not be inferred from his/her location information, we
utilized the geographic locations of his/her tweets. A user was recognized as from a
state if his/her tweets were from that state. Table 5.6 illustrates the distribution of
users and tweets among the 10 Super Tuesday states. We also compared the number
of users and tweets in each state to its population. The Pearson’s r for the correlation
between the number of users/tweets and the population is 0.9459/0.9667 (p < .0001).
6

http://linkedgeodata.org/About
Since geographical analysis is not the focus of this work, we did not verify if the users are actually
from the locations specified in their profiles.
7
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In the following sections, we first describe how we estimated a user’s vote, and next
report the prediction results, followed by a discussion of the results.

5.3.1

Estimating a User’s Vote

To determine who a user will vote for, we need to find for which candidate the user
shows the most support. We think there are two indicators that can be extracted
from a user’s tweets for a candidate – mentions and sentiment. Intuitively, people
show their support for celebrities by frequently talking about them and expressing
positive sentiments about them.
As described in Section 5.2.3, we have analyzed each user’s tweets, identified
which candidate is mentioned, and whether a positive or negative opinion is expressed
towards a candidate in a tweet. For each user, let N be the number of all his/her
tweets, Nm (c) be the number of tweets in which he/she mentioned a candidate c,
Npos (c) be the number of positive tweets about c from the user, Nneg (c) be the number
of negative tweets about c from the user. We define the user’s support score for c as:





support(c) = 



(1 −

Nneg (c)
)
Npos (c)+β

×

Nm (c)
N

if Npos (c) + Nneg (c) > 0

γ×

Nm (c)
N

otherwise

where β (0 < β < 1) is a smoothing parameter, and γ (0 < γ < 1) is used to
discount the score when the user does not express any opinion towards c (Npos (c) =
Nneg (c) = 0). We used β = γ = 0.5 in our study. According to this definition,
the more positive tweets (less negative tweets) are posted about c, and the more c is
mentioned, the higher the user’s support score for c. After calculating a user’s support
score (support(c)) for every candidate, we selected the candidate who received the
highest score as the one that the user will vote for.
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5.3.2

Prediction Results

In this section, we report the comparison of different user groups in predicting Super
Tuesday races, and discuss our findings.
To predict the election results in a state, we used only the collection of users
who are identified from that state. Then we further divided each user collection
of one state over four dimensions – engagement degree, tweet mode, content type,
and political preference. In order to get enough users in one group, we used a more
coarse-grained classification instead of the five-point scales described in the section
on User Categorization. To be specific, we classified users into three different groups
according to their engagement degree: very low, low, and high*. The very low and
low engagement groups are the same as what we have defined in Section 5.2.1. The
high* engagement group comprises the users who post more than 10 tweets (i.e., the
aggregation of the medium, high and very high groups defined previously). Based
on the tweet mode, the users were divided into two groups: original tweet-prone*
and retweet-prone*, depending on whether they post more original tweets or more
retweets. Similarly, the users were classified as opinion-prone* or information-prone*
according to whether they post more opinions or more information. The right-leaning
users and left-leaning users were also identified from the user collection of each state.
In all, for each state, there were nine user groups over four different dimensions.
We also considered users in different time windows. Our dataset contains the
users and their tweets discussing the election in 8 weeks prior to the election day. We
wanted to see whether it will make any difference to use the data in different time
windows. Here we examined four time windows – 7 days, 14 days, 28 days or 56 days
prior to the election day. For example, the 7 days window is from February 28th to
March 5th. In a specific time window, we assessed a user’s vote using only the set of
tweets he/she creates during this time8 .
8

A user’s vote might be varied in different time windows, since we used different sets of tweets
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With each group of users in a specific state and a specific time window, we
counted the users’ votes for each candidate, and the one who received the most votes
was predicted as the winner of the election in that state. The performance of a
prediction was evaluated in two ways: (1) whether the predicted winner is the actual
winner, and (2) comparing the predicted percentage of votes for each candidate with
his actual percentage of votes, and getting the mean absolute error (MAE) of the four
candidates.
Engagement Degree
Very Low
Low
High*
Tweet Mode
Original Tweet-Prone*
Retweet-Prone*
Content Type
Opinion-Prone*
Information-Prone*
Political Preference
Left-Leaning
Right-Leaning

7 Days

14 Days

28 Days

56 Days

0.5
0.7
0.5

0.4
0.3
0.8

0.3
0.3
0.5

0.6
0.6
0.6

0.7
0.6

0.4
0.3

0.4
0.3

0.6
0.6

0.5
0.6

0.5
0.4

0.4
0.3

0.6
0.7

0.5
0.5

0.2
0.7

0.3
0.7

0.6
0.8

Table 5.7: The accuracy of winner prediction by different user groups.
Table 5.7 shows the accuracy of winner prediction by different user groups in
different time windows. The accuracy was calculated as

state
Ntrue
,
N state

state
in which Ntrue
was

the number of states where the winner was correctly predicted, and N state (= 10) was
the number of all Super Tuesday states. Figure 5.1 illustrates the average MAE of
the predictions in 10 states by different user groups in different time windows. From
Table 5.7 and Figure 5.1, we do see that different user groups on each dimension show
varied prediction performance.
As shown in Table 5.7, the high* engagement group correctly predicted the winfor the assessment.
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0.2

0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08

0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08

0.06

0.06

7 days

(a)

14 days

28 days

time window

56 days

7 days

(b)

User groups categorized by engagement degree.

0.2

14 days

28 days

time window

left-leaning
right-leaning

0.18

mean absolute error

0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08

56 days

User groups categorized by tweet mode.

0.2

opinion-prone*
information-prone*

0.18

mean absolute error

original tweet-prone*
retweet-prone*

0.18

mean absolute error

mean absolute error

0.2

very low
low
high*

0.18

0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08

0.06

0.06

7 days

(c)

14 days

28 days

time window

56 days

7 days

(d)

User groups categorized by content type.

14 days

28 days

time window

56 days

User groups categorized by political preference.

Figure 5.1: The mean absolute error (MAE) by different user groups in 10 states.
ners of 5 states in 7 day, 8 in 14, 5 in 28 and 6 in 56 day time windows, respectively,
which is slightly better than the average performance of very low and low engagement groups. In addition, the average prediction error of high* engagement group
is smaller than that of very low and low engagement groups in three out of the four
time windows (see Figure 5.1a). Comparing two user groups over the tweet mode
dimension, original tweet-prone* group beat the retweet-prone* group by achieving
better accuracy on winner prediction and smaller prediction error in almost all the
time windows (see Figure 5.1b). The two user groups categorized by content type also
show differences in predicting the elections, but the difference is not as clear as that
of user groups on other dimensions. On winner prediction, the opinion-prone* group
achieved better accuracy in 14 day and 28 day time windows, and information-prone*
group achieved better accuracy in 7 day and 56 day time windows. Although the prediction error of opinion-prone* group was smaller than that of information-prone*
group in three time windows, the gap was quite small (see Figure 5.1c).
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It is interesting to find that, among all the user groups, the right-leaning group
achieved the best prediction results. In Table 5.7 and Figure 5.1d, right-leaning group
correctly predicted the winners of 5, 7, 7 and 8 states (out of 10 states) in 7 day, 14
day, 28 day and 56 day time windows, respectively. Furthermore, it also showed the
smallest prediction error (<0.1) in three out of four time windows among all the user
groups. In contrast, the prediction by the left-leaning group was the least accurate.
In the worst case, it correctly predicted the winners in only 2 states (in the 14 day
time window), and its prediction error was over 0.15.
To further verify our observation, we looked at the average prediction error of four
time windows for each state, and applied paired t-test to find whether the difference of
the average prediction errors in 10 states between a pair of user groups was statistically
significant. The test showed that the difference between right-leaning and left-leaning
user groups is statistically highly significant (p < .001). The difference between low
and high* engagement user groups was also found statistically significant (p < .01).
However, the difference between original tweet-prone* and retweet-prone*, or between
opinion-prone* and information-prone* was not significant.
In addition, we also compared our results with random predictions. From the
winner prediction perspective, all the user groups except the left-leaning one beat
the random baseline (25% accuracy) in all the time windows. The random baseline
showed a mean prediction error (of vote percentage) over 0.13, which is higher than
that of all the user groups except the left-leaning one.

5.3.3

Discussion

There are at least two factors that could affect the accuracy of electoral prediction.
Firstly, whether the prediction of users’ votes is accurate. Secondly, whether the
users’ opinion is representative of the actual voters’ opinion. We interpret the varied
prediction results with different user groups based on these two factors.
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In our study, the high* engagement user group achieved better prediction results
than very low and low engagement groups. It may be due to two reasons. Firstly, high
engagement users posted more tweets. Since our prediction of a user’s vote is based
on the analysis of his/her tweets, it should be more reliable to make the prediction
using more tweets. Secondly, according to our analysis, more engaged users showed
stronger intent and were more involved in the election event. It might suggest that
users in the high* engagement group were more likely to vote, compared with the
users in the very low and low engagement groups.
However, the low engagement group did not show better performance compared
with the very low engagement group. One possible explanation might be that the
users from these two groups are not that different. A more fine-grained classification
of users with different engagement degrees might provide more insight. Since the
prediction is state-based, we could not get enough users in each group (especially the
groups of highly engaged users) if we divided users into more groups. It is worth
noting that more than 90% of all the users in our dataset belonged to very low and
low engagement groups. Accurately predicting the votes of these users is one of the
biggest challenges in electoral prediction.
The results also show that the prediction based on users who post more original
tweets is slightly more accurate than that based on users who retweet more, although
the difference is not significant. It may be due to the difficulty of identifying users’
voting intent from retweets. In most of the current prediction studies, original tweets
and retweets are treated equally with the same method. Further studies are needed
to compare these two types of tweets in prediction, and a different method might be
needed for identifying users’ intent from retweets. In addition, a more fine-grained
classification of users according to their tweet mode could provide more insight.
No significant difference is found between the opinion-prone* and the informationprone* user groups in prediction. It suggests that the likely voters cannot be identified
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based on whether users post more opinions or more information. It also reveals that
the prediction of users’ votes based on more opinion tweets is not necessarily more
accurate than the prediction using more information tweets.
The right-leaning user group provides the most accurate prediction result, which
is significantly better than that of the left-leaning group. In the best case (56 day
time window), the right-leaning user group correctly predict the winners in 8 out of
10 states (Alaska, Georgia, Idaho, Massachusetts, Ohio, Oklahoma, Vermont, and
Virginia). It is worth noting that this result is significantly better than the prediction
result of the same elections based on Twitter analysis reported in the news article9 , in
which the winners are correctly predicted in only 5 out of 10 states (Georgia, Idaho,
Massachusetts, Ohio, Virginia). Since the elections being predicted were Republican
primaries, the attitude of right-leaning users could be more representative of the
voters’ attitude. To some extent, it demonstrates the importance of identifying likely
voters in electoral prediction.
This study can be further improved from several aspects. First, more effort can be
made to investigate the possible data biases (e.g., spam tweets and political campaign
tweets) and how they might affect the results. Second, we estimate the vote intent of
each Twitter user in our dataset and aggregate them to predict the election results.
However, these users are not necessarily the actual voters. Identification of the actual
voters from social media is also an interesting problem to explore. In addition, our
work examined the predictive power of different user groups in republican primaries,
thus some of our findings may not apply to other elections of different natures, e.g.,
general elections. However, we believe the general principle that Twitter users are not
equal in predictions is common for all elections. A recent study [4] has investigated
how to improve social sensing performance of flu activity and unemployment rate
by assigning different weights to different user groups. In our future work, we will
9

http://www.usatoday.com/tech/news/story/2012-03-07/election-social-media/
53402838/1
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explore different sampling strategies for electoral predictions.

5.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we explore the task of harnessing public opinions on social media to
predict the results of the 2012 U.S. Republican Presidential Primaries. We divide
Twitter users into different groups on four dimensions – engagement degree, tweet
mode, content type, and political preference, and examine the predictive power of
different user groups in predicting the results from the 10 states that held primaries
on Super Tuesday. We predict each user’s vote based on analyzing the mentions and
sentiments of the candidates in the user’s tweets, and then count the votes received
by each candidate from every user group to predict the election results. Comparing
the results obtained by different groups, we find that the result achieved by rightleaning users is significantly better than that achieved by left-leaning users. The
prediction based on highly engaged users is better than that based on lowly engaged
users. The users who posted more original tweets provide slightly higher accuracy in
the prediction than the users who retweeted more do. To some extent, these findings
demonstrate the importance of identifying likely voters and user sampling in electoral
predictions.
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Assessing Subjective Well-being
and its Relationship with Religion
In this chapter, we explore the potential of utilizing Twitter data to measure, describe and understand the association between religiosity and subjective well-being.
A user’s subjective well-being can be represented as a quadruple (h, s, e, c), where h
is the user, s is the stimuli that elicit pleasant/unpleasant emotions, e is the words
that express pleasant/unpleasant emotions, and c is the assessment of the user’s
level of happiness. We show how to assess a user’s subjective well-being (c) by the
pleasant/unpleasant emotions they express in their tweets (e). In addition, we also
introduce a methodology that explores the effect of a user’s religious belief (h) on
their subjective well-being.

6.1

Overview

In recent years, there is an emerging trend in analyzing social media posts to detect and track subjective well-being [48, 104, 129, 139]. Different from traditional
self-reported methods where happiness is measured by participants’ answers to questionnaires, on social media such as Twitter, users’ psychological and emotional states
can be assessed in a non-intrusive way, by analyzing the expressions of happiness/un-
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happiness of their posts [47, 132].
Religiosity is a powerful force shaping human societies, and it is persistent –
94% of Americans believe in God and this percentage has stayed steady over decades
[140]. It is important to study and understand religion because it influences our lives
deeply and comprehensively in many domains, ranging from economic growth [9],
organizational functioning [39] to the ability to better cope with illness [23].
Past studies have found that people of religious faith tend to have greater happiness and cope better with difficult circumstances than their irreligious counterparts
[51]. Koenig et al. [85] reviewed 224 quantitative studies on the association between
religiousness and well-being – 78% report positive correlation, 4% mixed or complex
results, and 17% find no association. In these studies, happiness is generally measured
using self-reported methods such as questionnaires. The problem with self-reports is
that there exist various cognitive biases, which affect the participants from making
accurate or truthful responses [58]. There is a great potential of using social media
to complement and strengthen our understanding of religiosity and happiness. In
this chapter, we explore such potential by assessing happiness among religious and
nonreligious users and characterizing their differences by utilizing Twitter data.
We collected U.S. Twitter users who self-reported their religions as Atheism, Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, or Judaism in their free-text self-description,
and further collected their tweets and friends/followers. Our dataset comprises 250,840
U.S. Twitter users, the full lists of their friends/followers, and 96,902,499 tweets. In
particular, we examine three related research questions:
• Q1: Whether or not do various religious groups differ in terms of their content and network? Can we build a classifier to accurately identify believers of
different religions?
• Q2: Does religiousness affect happiness? Does this effect differ among different
religions?
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• Q3: Are the variations in happiness levels among religious groups due to what
they discuss (topic preferences) or how they discuss them (word usage)?
We first explore question Q1. By examining discriminative features for each
religion, we show that users of a particular religion differ in what they discuss or
whom they follow compared to random baseline users. In addition, we build two
classifiers that identify religious users of a specific denomination based on either their
tweets’ content or the users they follow, and we find that the network “following”
features are more robust than tweet content features, independent of the religion
considered.
We then explore questions Q2 and Q3. We measure the level of happiness expressed in tweets by each user in our dataset based on human assessment of happiness
of individual words in the tweets. The happiness of a religious group is estimated by
the mean happiness score of all the users in that group. We investigate the variations
of happiness among groups and the correlation between religiousness and happiness.
To explore the underlying reasons that someone expresses more happiness than others,
we apply topic modeling to derive the per user topic distribution and per topic word
distribution from our tweet collection. Further, we estimate the word distribution
of a user/group on a given topic. By studying the topic preferences and word usage
on a topic of each group and their associations with happiness, we reveal that: (1)
different religious groups tend to discuss different topics on Twitter, and even when
they discuss the same topic, they tend to use different words, and (2) the variations in
both topic preferences and word usage contribute to the different levels of expressed
happiness among religious groups.
The main contributions of this work are as follows. First, we characterize how
believers of different religions differ in terms of what they say and who they follow, and
we explore classification technique for identifying believers of different religions. Second, we explore a lexicon-based method for assessing the level of happiness expressed
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in a user’s tweet collection, and investigate the variations in the level of happiness expressed by different religious groups. Third, we present a methodology that explores
potential reasons for the variations in the level of happiness expressed by different
religious groups based on the users’ topic preferences and word preferences on topics.
This work complements the traditional self-reports based studies on the effect
of religion on happiness. Our findings hint at important differences in psychological
processes, cognitive styles and social identities among these religious groups. This
work also complements the existing literature on happiness studies using social media
data by providing not only new insights on how a user’s topic preferences and word
usage affect his/her happiness, but also a methodology to analyze topics and word
usage on a given topic of a user.

6.2

Data

Identifying religiosity on Twitter is non-trivial as users can belong to a particular
religious group without making this affiliation public on Twitter. In this section, we
describe how we collect data, with a general focus on precision rather than recall,
and how we validate the collected data. Concerning the selection of religions, we
decided to limit our analysis to the world’s main religions, concretely, Buddhism,
Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, and Judaism. We also included data for Atheism, and
an “undeclared” baseline set of users. We focused our data collection on the U.S. as
this allowed us to obtain various statistics about the “ground truth” distribution of
religions across U.S. states.
The advantage of Twitter is that data are captured unobtrusively (free from
potential bias of survey or experimental setting). However, Twitter has its own biases
and the issues of representativeness need to be taken into account when interpreting
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User group
# of users
Mean # of tweets per user
Mean # of tweets per user per day
Stdev of # of tweets per user per day
Median of # of friends
Mean # of friends per user
Stdev of # of friends per user
Median of # of followers
Mean # of followers per user
Stdev of # of followers per user

Atheist
7,765
3976.8
3.3
8.3
179
442.8
659
79
707.5
23987.4

Buddhist
2,847
2595.7
2
5.8
144
452.3
1825.4
77
628.9
4873.6

Christian
202,563
1981
1.8
5.3
151
370
2179.6
77
418.2
6834.6

Hindu
204
2271.5
1.9
4.8
119
277.2
470.1
74
308.2
889.8

Jew
6,077
2095.7
1.8
6
163
399.6
882.9
112
665.2
5063.2

Muslim
6,040
3826.5
4.2
9.2
166
344.1
243.1
104
467.9
2855

Undeclared
25,344
1837.3
1.9
5.8
114
295.5
991.6
52
400
6691.6

Table 6.1: Description of the Dataset.
the results. For example, according to a study1 published in 2012, Twitter users
are predominantly young (74% fall between 15 to 25 years of age). It is reported in
another study [106] in 2011 that Twitter users are more likely to be males living in
more populous counties, and hence sparsely populated areas are underrepresented;
and race/ethnicity is biased depending on the region.

6.2.1

Data Collection and Geolocation

To obtain a list of users who are most likely believers of the six denominations of interest, we search Twitter user bios via Followerwonk2 with a list of keywords3 . From
Followerwonk, we obtain these users’ screen names, with which we collect more information about these users through Twitter API, including their self-declared locations,
descriptions, follower counts, etc.
In addition, we collect another group of Twitter users who do not report any of
the above mentioned religions/beliefs in their bios. Specifically, we generate random
numbers as Twitter user IDs 4 , collect these users’ profiles via Twitter API, and
remove the users who appear in any of the user collections of the six denominations
1

http://www.beevolve.com/twitter-statistics/
https://followerwonk.com/bio
3
We realize that this keyword list is not complete (e.g. Mormons self-identify as Christians) of
these denominations, and leave it for the future research to explore an extended list. Our current
focus is on precision, with a potential loss in recall.
4
We registered a new Twitter account and obtained its ID, then we generated random numbers
ranging from 1 to that ID, i.e., 2329304719. Note that Twitter IDs are assigned in ascending order
of the time of account creation.
2
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from this set. We label this user group as Undeclared.
We then identify users from the United States using users’ self-declared locations.
We build an algorithm to map location strings to U.S. cities and states. The algorithm
considers only the locations that mention the country as the U.S. or do not mention
any country at all, and uses a set of rules to reduce incorrect mappings. For example,
“IN” may refer to the U.S. state “Indiana” or be a part of a location phrase, e.g,
“IN YOUR HEART”. To avoid mapping the latter one to “Indiana”, the algorithm
considers only the ones where the token “IN” is in uppercase, and mention either the
country U.S. or a city name. If a city name is mentioned without specifying a state,
and there are several states that have a city named that, the algorithm maps it to
the city and state which has the largest population.
We keep only the users whose location string is mapped to one of the 51 U.S.
states (including the federal district Washington, D.C.), the language is specified as
“en”, the self-description bio is not empty5 , and the tweet count is greater than 10.
Overall, this dataset contains 250,840 users from seven user groups. Using Twitter
API, we also obtain the collection of tweets (up to 3,200 of a user’s most recent tweets
as by the API restrictions), and the list of friends and followers of these users. Table
6.1 provides an overview of the dataset. If we measure the activity level of users in
terms of the number of tweets, friends and followers, on average, Atheists appear to
be more active than religious users, while the Undeclared group generally appears to
be less active than other groups. Among the five religious groups, Muslim users have
more tweets, both Muslim and Jew users tend to have more friends and followers,
compared with other religions.
It is important to note that only the Twitter users who publicly declare their
religion/belief in their bios are included in our data collection, while the vast majority
5

This only happened for the undeclared users as the other users were found by searching in their
bio. We removed such users with a empty bio as they were likely to have a very different activity
pattern than users providing information about themselves.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Animal lover.Foodie.Model.Buddhist.
Atheist, Doctor Who fan, the left side of politics, annoyed by
happy-horseshit & pseudo-spiritual people
ISLAM 100%
a little bit cute,a loving sis,a good follower of jesus,.,.. a friendly one..
Christian, Wife of @coach_shawn10, Mother of 3 beautiful daughters,
Sports Fan, AKA. I’m blessed and highly favored!
Worked with The Hindu Business Line & Dow Jones News-wires. Tracking/Trading
Stock market for over 15 years.
PhD in Worthless Information. Surprisingly not Jewish or Amish.
We Are! Let’s Go Buffalo!
my boss is a Jewish Carpenter
JESUS! I get paid to go to football games. Social life? What is that? Follow
@username for all things Sports. I think I’m funny, I’m probably wrong.

Table 6.2: Example user bios. Example 1-5 are true positive, and 6-9 are false positive.
of believers may not disclose their religion in their Twitter bios and are thus not
included. This may lead to bias toward users who are very religious or inclined to
share such information.

6.2.2

Data Validation

Mentioning a religion-specific keyword (e.g., “Jesus”) in the bio may not necessarily
indicate the user’s religious belief. Table 6.2 shows example user bios including both
true positives (religion/belief is correctly identified) and false positives (religion/belief
is not correctly identified). To evaluate the quality of our data collection, we randomly
selected 200 users from each user group, and manually checked their bios and religion
labels. The precision of religion identification is represented as

#true positive
.
#total

Overall,

macro-averaged precision across all the groups is 0.91, which shows that our way of
identifying religiosity is quite precise. The identification of Jewish users is found to
be the least accurate (0.78), because it contains the largest fraction of false positives
(mostly indicating opposition and hatred) as illustrated by Examples 7 and 8 in
Table 6.26 . Sadly, “digital hate” seems to be on the rise [26].
We also evaluate the geolocation results of the same data sample. The authors
6

We chose not to show offensive profile examples here. Disturbing examples can, however, be
easily found using http://followerwonk.com/bio/.
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manually identified U.S. states from location strings of users in the sample. Among all
the 1,400 users, 329 users’ locations were mapped to U.S. states by the authors. The
algorithm identified 298 U.S. users and mapped their locations to states, among which
289 were consistent with the manual mapping. The algorithm achieved a precision of
289
298

= 0.97 and a recall of

6.3

289
329

= 0.88.

Identification of Believers of Various Religious
Denominations

In this section, we explore the discriminative features of a religion that differentiate
its believers from others, and build classifiers to identify religious Twitter users of
various denominations.
By exploring the features that are effective for identifying Twitter users of a
certain religious denomination, we would gain insight on the important aspects of a
religion. For example, the comparison of tweet content based features and network
based features in a classifier would show whether it is more about “the company you
keep” or “what you say online” that tells you apart from others of a different religious
belief. In addition, by looking at how easy/difficult it is for a classifier to recognize
believers of a particular religion, we could see which religions are “most religious” in
that they differ most from “normal” behavior on Twitter. This is not just a classification question but also a societal question: religions that could be told easily by
who you mingle with (network) are probably more segregated, and possibly intolerant
towards other groups – in general religiosity and prejudice correlates [69]. Again, this
has broader societal implications because these linkage or group preferences are likely
to be present in the real world as well – for instance, real world traits and behaviors
such as tolerance, prejudice, and openness to experience are likely to be correlated
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Figure 6.1: The top 15 most discriminative words of each denomination based on a
chi-square test.
with our findings. For example, differences in hashtag usage between Islamists and
Seculars in Egypt has been found to indicate “polarization” in society [156].

6.3.1

What Do They Tweet?

We first study the discriminative words in tweets that differentiate the users of one
particular religious group from others by chi-square test. Specifically, we get the
words from the tweet collection, and keep only the ones that appear in no less than
100 tweets. Each user group is represented by a vector of words extracted from its
tweet collection, in which the words are weighted by the frequency of how many users
of that group used them in their tweets (including retweets and mentions). Then a
chi-square test is applied to the vector of each religious group (i.e., Atheist, Buddhist,
Christian, Hindu, Jewish, Muslim) against the vector of the Undeclared user group.
The top 15 words that are most positively associated with each group are displayed
in Figure 6.1. The font size of a word in the figure is determined by its chi-square
score.
These discriminative words are largely religion-specific, which may refer to religious images, beliefs, experiences, practices and societies of that religion. For example,
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Figure 6.2: The top 15 most frequent words for each denomination.
the top 20 discriminative words of Christianity cover images (e.g., jesus, god, christ,
lord), beliefs (e.g., bible, gospel, psalm, faith, sin, spirit), practices (e.g., pray, worship,
praise), and societies (e.g., church, pastor). On the other hand, Atheists show apparent preferences for topics about science (e.g., science, evolution, evidence), religion
(e.g, religion, christians, bible) and politics (e.g., republicans, gop, rights, abortion,
equality).
Generally, the most interesting observations relate to non-religious terms appearing as discriminative features. This includes “evidence” for Atheist7 , or “bjp”,
referring to Bharatiya Janata Party8 , for Hindu. In a sense, if our observations were
to hold in a broader context, it could be seen as good for society that followers of
religious groups differ most in references to religious practice and concepts, rather
than in every day aspects such as music, food or other interests. This leaves more
opportunities for shared experiences and culture.
Whereas Figure 6.1 shows discriminative terms, those terms are not necessarily the most frequently used ones. Figure 6.2 shows tag clouds that display terms
according to their actual within-group frequencies. As one can see, there are lots
of commonalities and terms such as “love”, “life”, “people” and “happy” that are
7

This is in line with recent work examining the relationship between religion and happiness on
Twitter which also found Atheists to be more “analytical” [133]. Atheists are overrepresented among
scientists, including top scientists (members of the Academy of Sciences) [38].
8
It is one of the two major parties in India, which won the Indian general election in 2014.
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Figure 6.3: The top 15 most discriminative Twitter accounts being followed by each
denomination based on a chi-square test.
commonly used by believers of all religions. This illustrates that the differences in
content are not as big as Figure 6.1 might seem to imply.

6.3.2

Whom Do They Follow?

We apply essentially the same methodology to study how religious people are distinguished by who they follow on Twitter. We represent each user group by a vector
of their friends, where each entry (of the vector) represents a friend being followed
by the users in that group. Similar to weighting ngrams by how many users use
them (as discussed in the previous section), the friends in the vector are weighted
by how many users from that group follow them. We then apply chi-square test to
the vector of each religious group against the vector of the Undeclared user group.
Figure 6.3 displays the top 15 Twitter accounts (i.e., friends’ screen names) that are
most positively associated with each group. The font size of an account in the figure
is determined by its chi-square score.
As before, we found that the most discriminative Twitter accounts of a particular denomination are specific to that religion. E.g., IslamicThinking, MuslimMatters,
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Figure 6.4: The top 15 Twitter accounts being followed by most users of each denomination.
YasirQadhi 9 , ImamSuhaibWebb10 , and icna 11 are the top 5 Twitter accounts followed
by Muslims which are assigned the highest chi-square scores. The top 5 Twitter accounts that characterize Atheists all belong to atheistical or irreligious celebrities, including RichardDawkins, neiltyson, rickygervais, billmaher and SamHarrisOrg. This
may have broader societal implications because these linkage or group preferences
are likely to be present in the real world as well – for instance, real world traits and
behaviors such as tolerance, prejudice, and openness to experience are likely to be
correlated with our findings [69].
An analysis of the frequently followed users (see Figure 6.4) continues to show
differences though and only few accounts are followed frequently by different religions. In a sense, people differ more in whom they follow rather than what they
tweet about. Exceptions exist though and, for example, @BarackObama would be
frequently followed by followers of most of the religions we considered.
9

The Twitter account of Yasir Qadhi, who is an Islamic theologian and scholar.
The Twitter account of Suhaib Webb, who is the imam of the Islamic Society of Boston Cultural
Center.
11
The Twitter account of Islamic Circle of North America.
10
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6.3.3

Religion Classification

We then build classifiers to identify religious users of each denomination based on their
tweet content and friend network. Specifically, we first extract a set of unigrams and
bigrams (denoted as S) which appear in no less than 100 tweets in our tweet collection.
We represent each user as a vector of unigrams and bigrams (in S) extracted from
their tweets, where each entry of the vector refers to the frequency of that ngram
in the user’s tweets. The users are labeled by their denominations. We build a
gold standard dataset for training and evaluating the binary classification of each
denomination against the Undeclared user group. The different sizes of the datasets
affect the classification performance, e.g., the classification of Christian benefits from
larger dataset. To be able to compare the performance for different denominations,
we downsample the datasets of all the denominations to the same size of the Hindu
dataset, the smallest one. We balance each dataset to contain the same number of
positive and negative instances. For each religious group, we train the SVM classifiers
using LIBLINEAR [54], and apply 10-fold cross validation to its dataset. Similarly,
we also represent each user as a vector of their friends, where each entry of the vector
refers to whether the user follows a user X (1 - if the user follows X, and 0 - otherwise.)
For each denomination, we build the gold standard dataset, balance it, train the SVM
classifiers, and estimate the performances by 10-fold cross validation.
Table 6.3 reports the results. The tweet-based classification achieves a macroaverage F-score of 0.7097, and the friend-based classification achieves a macro-average
F-score of 0.7738. It demonstrates the effectiveness of content features and network
features in classifying Twitter users’ religiosity, and network features appear to be
superior to content features. According to the F-score, the difficulty level of recognizing a user from a specific religious group based on their tweet content is (from easiest
to hardest): Atheist < Jew < Christian < Buddhist < Muslim < Hindu, while the
difficulty level of recognizing a user from a specific religious group based on their
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Tweet-based
Precision
Recall
F-score
Friend-based
Precision
Recall
F-score

Atheist

Buddhist

Christian

Hindu

Jew

Muslim

Macro-average

0.747
0.7869
0.7658

0.6657
0.7388
0.6993

0.7193
0.7285
0.7231

0.6653
0.6529
0.6588

0.6977
0.7526
0.7241

0.7248
0.6529
0.6868

0.7033
0.7188
0.7097

0.7726
0.8557
0.8117

0.733
0.8488
0.7864

0.7681
0.7285
0.7477

0.7201
0.7148
0.7169

0.7676
0.7595
0.7635

0.7992
0.8351
0.8167

0.7601
0.7904
0.7738

Table 6.3: The performance of tweet-based and friend-based religiosity classification
of Twitter users.
friend network is (from easiest to hardest): Muslim < Atheist < Buddhist < Jew <
Christian < Hindu.

6.4

The Effect of Religion on Happiness

In this section, we study the relationship between religion and happiness. We assess
users’ happiness level in 2013 by analyzing their tweets posted in 2013. After removing
those users who have less than 30 tweets in 2013, we obtained a subset of 100, 784
users for this study. We first describe how we assess users’ happiness level using
their tweets. After that, we investigate the variations in the level of happiness among
different religious groups. Then we examine the topic preference and the word usage
on each topic by each group, and explore whether that variations in happiness are
due to what they discuss or how they discuss things.

6.4.1

Measuring Happiness in Tweets

Prior research has demonstrated that the words people use in their daily lives could
serve as linguistic indicators of a rich set of psychological and social processes [34, 123,
134]. We follow the methods proposed in Dodds et al.’s work [48] to measure happiness
expressed in users’ tweets. There are two components in this method. One of the
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components is the Language Assessment by Mechanical Turk (LabMT) word list12 ,
which contains a total of 10,222 English words along with their human evaluations
of happiness score13 havg (−4 < havg < 4) obtained from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk
service. As suggested by the original work, we exclude those words whose average
happiness lies between -1 and 1, i.e., −1 <= havg <= 1. This gives us a subset of
LabMT word list that contains 3,686 words. Further, in order to avoid the possible
bias towards any specific religious groups of using this word list, we manually examine
the subset to remove all the religious words from it, and finally we obtain a list of
3,558 words with happiness scores. We denote this word list as L. Let Lpos ⊂ L be
the set of positive words (i.e., havg > 1), and Lneg ⊂ L be the set of negative words
(i.e., havg < −1).
The other component is an algorithm that is used to estimate the overall happiness score for a given text. Specifically, given a user’s tweet collection T , we first
extract the frequency of each individual word in T , and then calculate the normalized
frequency of a word wi as p(wi ) = f (wi )/

P

wj ∈V

f (wj ), where f (wi ) is the frequency

of word wi in T , and V is the vocabulary of our tweet collection. We take the following steps to obtain the vocabulary V : (1) We randomly sample 2,000 users from
each group. For the groups in which there are less than 2,000 users (i.e., Buddhist
and Hindu), we apply over sampling to them to get 2,000 users. This provides us a
subset of 14,000 users, and we denote this user subset as U . (2) We extract all the
words from the tweets posted by the users in U in 2013. After excluding these words
which are used by less than 1% of the users in U , we obtain the vocabulary V that
contains 20,019 unique words. We calculate the weighted average level of happiness
12

LabMT word list is available online: http://journals.plos.org/
plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0026752
13
Each word in LabMT is scored on a scale ranging from 1 (lowest happiness) to 9 (highest
happiness). We rescale the happiness score from [1, 9] to [−4, 4] by subtracting 5 from the original
score of each word.
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for a user’s tweet collection D as

X

havg (D) =

havg (wi )p(wi ),

(6.1)

wi ∈L

Similarly, the positive affect paavg and negative affect naavg of D can be calculated as

X

paavg (D) =

havg (wi )p(wi ),

(6.2)

wi ∈Lpos

naavg (D) = −

X

havg (wi )p(wi ),

(6.3)

wi ∈Lneg

and havg (D) = paavg (D) − naavg (D).

6.4.2

Overall Happiness Level

For each user, we calculate the average happiness, positive affect and negative affect
using the equation 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3, respectively. The box plot (Figure 6.5) shows the
mean and variance of these measures for each user group. Generally, the mean level
of happiness from the highest to the lowest in order is, Christians (0.6), Undeclared
users (0.56), Jews (0.55), Buddhists (0.54), Hindus (0.5), atheists (0.46), and Muslims
(0.44). Among all the groups, on an average, Christians express the highest level of
positive emotions (0.72), Muslims express the lowest level of positive emotions (0.57),
atheists express the highest level of negative emotions (0.17), and Jews express the
lowest level of negative emotions (0.11). Note that we measure happiness in written
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happiness

positive affect

negative affect

1.00
0.3
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0.75
0.2

0.50
0.50
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0.1
0.25
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happiness
Atheist

Buddhist

positive affect

negative affect

Measure

Christian

Hindu

Jew

Muslim

Undeclared

Figure 6.5: Comparing happiness, positive affect and negative affect among users
from different groups.
expressions on Twitter, which is not to be confused with life satisfaction, i.e., how
persons evaluate their lives.
In Table 6.4, we regress happiness, positive affect and negative affect on religious
affiliation. Undeclared users are used as the reference group. The results indicate
that there is a statistically significant difference between each religious group and the
reference group in the level of happiness, positive affect and negative affect.
In order to explain our observations that the users of some groups express more
happiness in tweets than the users of other groups and how religiousness contributes
to such differences, we further analyze their tweets on two aspects: topic preference
and word usage. Our hypotheses are that the different levels of expressed happiness
among user groups are related to what topics they discuss and how they express
them in words. By analyzing their topic preference and word usage, we may reveal
important differences on psychological process, cognitive styles and social identities
between believers and nonbelievers, and among believers of different religions.
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Dependent Variable:
Happiness

Positive Affect

Negative Affect

atheist

−0.101∗∗∗
(0.003)

−0.059∗∗∗
(0.003)

Buddhist

−0.018∗∗∗
(0.004)

−0.020∗∗∗
(0.004)

Christian

0.036∗∗∗
(0.002)

0.029∗∗∗
(0.002)

−0.007∗∗∗
(0.001)

Hindu

−0.057∗∗∗
(0.015)

−0.051∗∗∗
(0.014)

0.006
(0.006)

Jew

−0.011∗∗∗
(0.003)

−0.035∗∗∗
(0.003)

−0.024∗∗∗
(0.001)

Muslim

−0.117∗∗∗
(0.003)

−0.113∗∗∗
(0.003)

0.004∗∗∗
(0.001)

Constant

0.558∗∗∗
(0.002)

0.688∗∗∗
(0.001)

0.130∗∗∗
(0.001)

Adjusted R2

0.058

0.049

0.030

Note:

∗

p<0.05;

∗∗

0.041∗∗∗
(0.001)
−0.002
(0.002)

p<0.01;

∗∗∗

p<0.001

Table 6.4: OLS regressions of religion on happiness, positive affect and negative affect
(n = 100,784).

6.4.3

Topics Preference and its Effects on Happiness

We first apply topic modeling to extract topics discussed by users in our dataset. To
avoid bias towards the groups which have dominant number of users/tweets, instead
of using the whole dataset, we use the subset U that is created by randomly selecting
2,000 users from each group (over sampling for Buddhist and Hindu) as described
previously. For each individual user in U , we concatenate all the tweets the user
posted in 2013 in chronological order to get a single document. We assume that this
single document for each user is a mixture of topics. We then apply Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) [14] to derive topics from these documents. We consider only the
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words in vocabulary V , i.e., the words that are used by at least 1% of the users in
U . After examining the results of extracting 50, 100, and 500 topics, we decided to
choose 100 topics as a proper level of granularity for the purpose of studying the
relations between topics preference and happiness. Accordingly, we set alpha = .5
and beta = .1 and keep other parameters as default values within an implementation
of LDA14 .
From the output of LDA, we get the word distribution of each topic and the
topic distribution of each user in our dataset. The topic distribution represents the
preferences of a user on the subjects he/she talks about on Twitter. We first run a
Pearson’s correlation analysis between the probability of a topic occurring in a user’s
tweets and the user’s happiness score for all the topics, and in Table 6.5 present those
topics whose probabilities of occurrence most strongly correlate (both positively and
negatively) with happiness. Table 6.5 also illustrates the word distribution of these
topics15 . Note that we replace the user mentions “@XXX” with “@username” when
we create the vocabulary V , so the word “username” indicates any user mentions.
The topics such as social life & happiness, social events, girl & beauty & fashion
significantly positively correlate with happiness, while other topics such as politics &
government, news and opinion significantly negatively correlate with happiness.
Now we look into the group-level topic preference. We estimate the topic distribution of a user group based on that of each user in that group as: p(topic|group) =
P

user∈group

p(topic|user)/N (group), where N (group) is the number of users in the

group. Figure 6.6 shows the values of p(topic|group) of each user group on the topics
that are most strongly associated with happiness. From the left chart in Figure 6.6
where the topics are positively correlated with happiness, we can see that, generally
14

http://www.arbylon.net/projects/
Because of the page limit, we can only show the words that are most prevalent on each topic. We
are making the full list of the extracted 100 topics and the word distribution of each topic publicly
available.
15
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Group
atheist
Buddhist
Christian
Hindu
Jew
Muslim
Undeclared

ask/thank for help and support
school life
photo and Facebook
social relationship
food
social interaction: you
daily schedule
social interaction: @mention
personal life
girl/beauty/fashion
social events
social life & happiness
0.00

0.01

0.02

0.03 0.04 0.05
p(topic|group)

0.06

0.07

0.08

Group
atheist
Buddhist
Christian
Hindu
Jew
Muslim
Undeclared

sports games
environment, climate change and energy
equality and human rights
Middle East
Twitter interaction
opinion
news
politics and government

0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08
p(topic|group)

Figure 6.6: Comparing topic preferences among different user groups on the topics
that most strongly positively correlate with happiness (top chart) and on the topics
that most strongly negatively correlate with happiness (bottom chart).
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Topic

r

p value

social life & happiness

0.492

0

politics & government

-0.34

6.28 × 10−303

news

-0.338

2.76 × 10−299

opinion

-0.3

9.10 × 10−233

social events

0.278

4.60 × 10−199

Twitter interaction

-0.243

1.07 × 10−151

Middle East

-0.24

4.03 × 10−148

girl & beauty & fashion

0.2

2.01 × 10−102

personal life

0.188

2.17 × 10−90

social interaction:
@mention

0.179

1.40 × 10−81

daily schedule

0.164

3.38 × 10−69

social interaction: you

0.162

3.93 × 10−67

food

0.143

6.69 × 10−53

social relationship

0.14

9.69 × 10−51

equality & human rights

-0.135

9.87 × 10−47

photo & Facebook

0.113

1.85 × 10−33

school life

0.113

2.61 × 10−33

environment, climate
change & energy

-0.112

8.08 × 10−33

ask/thank for
help and support

0.106

8.20 × 10−30

sports games

-0.104

9.44 × 10−29

Word Distribution
you (0.085), love (0.057), great (0.028), happy (0.027), day (0.026), thank
(0.024), all (0.022), hope (0.016), good (0.016), today (0.014), amazing
(0.013), best (0.012), thanks (0.012), beautiful (0.012), birthday (0.011)
obama (0.025), gop (0.015), obamacare (0.012), tcot (0.012), republicans (0.007),
party (0.007), president (0.007), gun (0.007), will (0.006), house (0.006), america
(0.006), congress (0.005), vote (0.005), government (0.005), tea (0.004)
news (0.010), police (0.009), nsa (0.008), boston (0.006), man (0.005),
us (0.005), law (0.004), snowden (0.004), court (0.004), year (0.004),
video (0.004), state (0.004), bill (0.004), city (0.003), public (0.003)
not (0.040), we (0.030), all (0.020), people (0.018), no (0.017), need
(0.007), like (0.007), think (0.006), know (0.006), right (0.006), never
(0.005), against (0.005), stop (0.005), believe (0.004), hate (0.004)
our (0.057), we (0.055), you (0.036), us (0.024), today (0.019), will
(0.014), all (0.014), day (0.013), tonight (0.012), week (0.012), check
(0.011), up (0.011), great (0.010), see (0.009), tomorrow (0.009)
username (0.496), rt (0.475), http (0.004), we (0.002), day (0.001), today
(0.001), twitter (0.001), more (0.001), best (0.001), retweet (0.001), all
(0.001), gt (0.001), morning (0.0003), breaking (0.0003), video (0.0003)
syria (0.019), egypt (0.013), iran (0.013), us (0.013), israel (0.012), obama
(0.010), al (0.006), world (0.005), war (0.005), syrian (0.005), against
(0.005), president (0.005), will (0.005), military (0.005), news (0.005)
my (0.031), love (0.021), day (0.011), beautiful (0.008), girl (0.008), hair
(0.008), wedding (0.007), party (0.007), night (0.006), she (0.006), happy
(0.006), up (0.006), tbt (0.005), fun (0.005), makeup (0.005)
my (0.387), me (0.137), life (0.015), you (0.014), love (0.010), check
(0.010), friend (0.009), know (0.008), thanks (0.007), all (0.007), thank
(0.007), last (0.007), help (0.006), year (0.006), myself (0.006)
username (0.262), you (0.052), we (0.013), thanks (0.012), good (0.010),
see (0.010), up (0.010), not (0.009), great (0.009), me (0.008), ll
(0.008), awesome (0.007), all (0.007), hey (0.007), know (0.007)
my (0.057), up (0.020), day (0.019), time (0.018), today (0.017), work
(0.017), good (0.014), me (0.013), not (0.013), night (0.011), all (0.011),
need (0.010), back (0.010), tonight (0.008), home (0.008)
you (0.261), not (0.022), know (0.019), will (0.017), we (0.015), me (0.014),
love (0.014), no (0.013), people (0.013), make (0.013), never (0.012),
up (0.011), like (0.011), life (0.010), think (0.010), good (0.010)
food (0.016), chicken (0.011), dinner (0.010), recipe (0.008), cheese (0.008),
wine (0.007), lunch (0.007), eat (0.006), chocolate (0.006), cream (0.006),
day (0.006), coffee (0.006), soup (0.005), salad (0.005), best (0.005)
baby (0.029), dog (0.028), kids (0.020), she (0.016), we (0.015), old
(0.015), mom (0.011), friends (0.011), dogs (0.011), pet (0.011), family
(0.010), boy (0.009), post (0.009), children (0.008), day (0.008)
women (0.034), gay (0.032), marriage (0.017), lgbt (0.014), sex (0.013), men
(0.009), equality (0.009), abortion (0.009), rights (0.008), you (0.008),
today (0.008), woman (0.008), rape (0.006), black (0.006), anti (0.006)
photo (0.239), posted (0.154), facebook (0.153), photoset (0.030), photos
(0.026), album (0.023), you (0.010), we (0.007), 2013 (0.007), all (0.007),
our (0.007), day (0.005), like (0.005), check (0.005), transform (0.004)
my (0.045), you (0.043), haha (0.025), me (0.023), like (0.017), all
(0.013), we (0.012), class (0.009), know (0.008), not (0.007), no
(0.007), up (0.006), people (0.006), right (0.006), school (0.006)
username (0.048), not (0.013), climate (0.012), we (0.011), you (0.008),
energy (0.008), change (0.007), stop (0.006), action (0.006), us (0.006),
more (0.006), water (0.006), world (0.005), oil (0.005), up (0.005)
thanks (0.079), you (0.044), ff (0.035), username (0.033), help (0.029), our
(0.025), thank (0.022), please (0.022), family (0.022), we (0.019), us (0.016),
check (0.013), support (0.012), like (0.012), join (0.011)
game (0.019), win (0.009), team (0.008), up (0.008), not (0.008), year
(0.008), will (0.008), we (0.007), season (0.007), play (0.006),
all (0.006), nfl (0.006), fans (0.006), last (0.006), no (0.006)

Table 6.5: Topics showing strongest correlations with happiness.
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among all the groups, Christians and Undeclared users show the most interests in
the social related topics such as social life & happiness, social events, social interaction, and social relationship, while atheists and Muslims show the least interests
in these topics (except that atheists tend to interact with other Twitter users by
mentioning their screen names in tweets, and Muslims tend to use second-person
pronouns). Compared with other groups, Jews are especially interested in discussing
social events, food, and asking/thanking for help. Hindus tend to talk more about girl
& beauty & fashion, and photo & Facebook. The topic preference of Buddhists is not
as obvious as other groups. Observed from the right chart in Figure 6.6 where the
topics are negatively correlated with happiness, atheists show relatively high interests
on almost all of the eight topics, especially politics & government, news, opinion, and
equality & human rights. Besides atheists, Buddhists also tend to talk about many
of these topics such as politics & government, news, equality & human rights, and
environment, climate change & energy. Muslims and Jews are much more interested
in the topic of Middle East than other groups.
The above analysis demonstrates that different user groups (believers of different
religions, and nonbelievers) have different topic preferences, and the topics that they
talk about are significantly correlated with the happiness that they express on Twitter. Intuitively, compared with other groups, Christians and Undeclared users show
preferences towards the topics that are positively correlated with happiness, while
atheists show higher interests in discussing the topics that are negatively correlated
with happiness. In the next section, we examine the word usage of each group on
the same topic, and explore whether and how the word usage also contributes to the
different level of happiness among user groups.
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6.4.4

Word Usage and its Effects on Happiness

Given the LDA outputs on distribution of topics in each user’s tweets p(topic|user)
and distribution of words in each topic p(word|topic), we can estimate the conditional
probability of a topic for word in a user’s tweets as:

p(word|topic)p(topic|user)
p(topic|word, user) = P
,
t∈T p(word|t)p(t|user)

where T is the set of k topics (k = 100). Given p(topic|word, user), we now can
calculate the per topic word distribution of a user as:

p(topic|word, user)p(word|user)p(user)
,
p(word|topic, user) = P
w∈V user p(topic|w, user)p(w|user)p(user)

where V user is the user’s vocabulary that contains all the words the user used in
tweets, and p(word|user) is the normalized frequency of the word in user’s tweets.
p(word|topic, user) represents the word usage on a specific topic by a user. Using
similar method used to measure the happiness of a user’s tweets, we calculate the
weighted average level of happiness for a topic of a given user as havg (topic, user) =
P

wi ∈L

havg (wi )p(wi |topic, user). We now estimate the happiness of a user based on the

topics that he/she discussed in tweets as: htpc
avg (user) =

P

t∈T

havg (t, user)p(t|user),

where htpc
avg (user) denotes the topic-based estimation of happiness of the user, T is the
set of topics, havg (t, user) is the happiness score of the topic of the user, and p(t|user)
is the topic distribution of the user.
htpc
avg (user) carries the information about both the topic preference and word
usage on the topics of each user. We calculate the Pearson’s correlation between the
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Group
atheist
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Hindu
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Muslim
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ask/thank for help and support
school life
photo & Facebook
social relationship
food
social interaction: you
daily schedule
social interaction: @mention
personal life
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social events
social life & happiness
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Figure 6.7: Comparing the happiness scores on given topics among different user
groups.
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topic-based estimation of happiness (htpc
avg (user)) and the happiness derived directly
from the words in tweets (havg (D) in Equation 6.1) for all the users. The scatter plot
in Figure 6.8 shows that htpc
avg (user) has a strong positive correlation with havg (D) of
the users across all the groups. The Pearson’s r between the two is r = 0.688 with
p − value 2.2 × 10−16 , indicating strong correlation.

topic−based happiness

Christian Jew
Undeclared
group Atheist
Buddhist
Hindu
Muslim
1.4

1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6 0.8 1.0
happiness

1.2

1.4

Figure 6.8: Correlation between htpc
avg (user) and havg (D) of a user, r = 0.688, p =
2.2 × 10−16
For each user group, we calculate its word distribution of a topic as the average
of p(word|topic, user) of all the users in that group. Furthermore, we assess the happiness score of a group on a given topic as havg (topic, group) =

P

wi ∈L

havg (wi )p(wi |topic, group).

Figure 6.7 illustrates the happiness score of the topics listed in Table 6.5 for each user
group. The results suggest that each user group expresses different levels of happiness
on the same topic, but these differences are minor compared with their differences
on the topic distributions. Among all the groups, Hindus consistently express the
highest level of happiness on all the topics, while atheists express the lowest level of
happiness on most of the topics.
One may wonder why Hindus, who exhibit the most happiness on each topic rank
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only the fifth highest on the level of happiness in general (see Figure 6.5)? This can
be explained by Simpson’s paradox [56]. Simpson’s paradox in statistics is a trend
that appears in multiple groups of data but disappears or reverses when these groups
are combined. In this particular case, though Hindus express more happiness than
other groups on many topics, they do not necessarily express more happiness than
other groups on the combination of topics given their topic distributions. Figure 6.6
illustrates that Hindus show less interests in many “positive” topics than Buddhists,
Christians, Jews and Undeclared users. Even though they are more “positive” on
each of these topics, their combined happiness could still be less than that of other
groups such as Christians. This also demonstrates that both topic preference and
word usage on each topic affect the overall happiness of a user.

6.4.5

Discussion

In this study, we explore the potential of analyzing tweets to study the relation
between religion and happiness. We characterize the variations in expressing emotions
on social media among seven religious groups in the U.S. to show the possible impact
of religion/belief on happiness. Further, we examine the topic preferences and word
usage on topics of each group and demonstrate that both these factors contribute
to the different levels of happiness expressed on Twitter among groups. We first
summarize our findings, and then discuss their implications.

Primary Findings
There is a significant difference among the seven groups on the level of happiness.
Generally, Christians express more happiness than the other groups of users, the users
of minority religious denominations in the U.S. including Buddhists, Hindus, Jews,
and Muslims show lower level of happiness than the average U.S. Twitter users, and
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atheists appear to express the most negative emotions among all the groups.
The users’ topic distributions strongly correlate with their happiness scores. By
examining the top 20 topics that are most strongly associated (both positively and
negatively) with happiness, we find that generally Christians and Undeclared users
tend to discuss social related topics more, which are positively correlated with happiness, while atheists and Muslims show less interests in these topics. Compared
with other groups, atheists are more interested in many topics that are negatively
correlated with happiness, such as politics & government, news, and opinion.
From the topic modeling results, we further infer the topic-specific word distribution of each user and each group, i.e. p(word|topic, user) and p(word|topic, group).
By analyzing the word usage on a topic by each group, we find that though different
groups tend to use different words on the same topic, those differences are small compared with their differences on the topic distributions. Based on the topics that a user
discussed in tweets and the words that they used on these topics, we obtain another
estimation of happiness of each user in our dataset. This topic-based estimation of
happiness has a strong positive correlation with the happiness scores derived directly
from the words in tweets, which suggests that both topic preferences and word usage
within a topic contribute to the variations in the level of happiness among groups.

Implications
One of the contributions of our study is to provide a fresh perspective about happiness and religion, complementing traditional survey-based studies, via analyzing the
topics and words naturally disclosed in people’s social media messages. Our work is
well beyond the usual “who is happier” type of analysis by also exploring the potential
reasons for the variations in the level of happiness from two aspects – topic preferences
and word usage on topics. Our analysis reveals the differences in the topics that a believer in a religion or a nonbeliever prefers to discuss and the words that they choose
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to use on a topic. These findings highlight the idea that, the different psychological
process, cognitive styles and social identities between believers and nonbelievers, and
among believers of different religions, can lead to their different topic preferences and
word usage, which contribute to the variations in happiness that is shown in their
social media messages. This analysis framework and methodology can probably benefit future research that aims to extend our knowledge and understanding of human
emotion and behavior via analyzing social media content.

Limitations
Our study has certain limitations. First, the findings are dependent on the dataset
collected from Twitter. Some possible biases in this dataset include: (1) Religious
users are identified by their self-reported religion/belief in their Twitter profiles. This
may lead to data bias toward very religious users who might be more inclined to
share their religion/belief, while the vast majority of believers may not disclose their
religion/belief in their profiles. (2) Twitter has its own biases and issues of representativeness. For example, in the U.S., Twitter users are more likely to be males living
in more populous areas, and hence sparsely populated areas are underrepresented;
and race/ethnicity is biased depending on the region [106]. Because of these biases
and issues of representativeness, at least quantitative findings of this study may not
generalize, though we have more confidence in the generalizability of the qualitative
aspects.
Second, we cannot measure how happy someone is but only how much happiness
someone expresses. In addition, the lexicon-based method has limitations in assessing
emotional states in text. Previous studies [27] have demonstrated that the polarity
of sentiment and emotion is sensitive to the context, and lexicon-based method cannot capture such context-dependency. One example is negation – the lexicon-based
approach does not handle the effect of negation on emotional words. While these
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limitations may affect the accuracy of emotion assessment, they are likely to affect
each group equally, thus not invalidating our findings.
Third, this study is mostly descriptive. It provides insights on the possible impact of religion/belief on happiness, but does not directly analyze the mechanism
through which religion affects happiness or the causality between religion and happiness. Our topical analysis provides at least some insights into potential reasons
for (un-)happiness, though to achieve a deeper understanding, user surveys might be
needed.

6.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we use data from more than 250k U.S. Twitter users who self-declared
as atheist, Buddhist, Christian, Hindu, Jew or Muslim to study religiosity and its
relationship with happiness. We characterize how believers of different religions differ
in terms of what they say in tweets and who they follow, and show that for the task of
telling religious users from random users, a user’s friends list provides more effective
features than the content of their tweets.
In addition, we use a lexicon of 3,558 words with human evaluations of happiness scores to estimate the overall happiness score of a user’s tweet collection. We
also apply topic modeling to extract the 100 topics discussed in our tweet collection. Based on the results of topic modeling (per user topic distribution and per
topic word distribution), we represent the topic preferences of each user/group by the
topic distribution of that user/group. We further infer the word distribution of each
user/group on a specific topic, and use that to represent the user/group-specific word
usage on that topic.
To study the effect of religiosity on happiness, we first compare the levels of
happiness among religious groups via regression analysis. Then we examine the topic
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preferences and word usage on each topic and how they affect the expressed happiness
in tweets among different groups. Our analysis reveals that there are significant differences in the levels of happiness among the religious groups in our dataset. Further,
each user group has different topic preferences and different word usage in the same
topic. Both the topic preference and word usage in a topic affect the level of expressed
happiness in tweets. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to show how
the variations in levels of expressed happiness among religious groups are influenced
by what they discuss and how they discuss things. This analysis framework and
methodology could probably benefit future research on happiness using social media
data.
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Conclusion
This dissertation investigates the automatic extraction and analysis of subjective
information in user generated content on social media. In this chapter, we first
summarize the contributions of this dissertation, and then discuss several interesting
future directions for the research along the lines of subjectivity analysis and subjective
information extraction.

7.1
7.1.1

Summary
A Unified Framework for Subjective Information Extraction

This dissertation introduces a unified framework that can be applied to the extraction of different types of subjective information such as sentiment, opinion, emotion,
intent and preference. This framework identifies four key components (h, s, e, c) that
characterize any particular type of subjective information: (1) A holder h, i.e., an individual who holds it. (2) A stimulus or target s, i.e., an entity, event or situation that
elicits it. E.g., a movie, getting married. (3) A set of subjective expressions e that
describe it. E.g., “excellent”, “wish”, “want to buy”. (4) A classification or assessment c that categorizes or measures it. E.g., positive vs. negative, a score indicating
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the subjective well-being. Fine-grained subjectivity analysis can be enabled through
differentiation among types of subjectivity, and development of specific techniques for
extracting the four components of a particular type of subjective information.

7.1.2

Extracting Target-Specific Sentiment Expressions

The challenges of extracting sentiment expressions from user generated content lie
in the informal nature of user generated text, the diverse forms of expressions, and
target-dependency of sentiment orientation. Prior unsupervised methods using hand
crafted rules and patterns do not perform well on social media text such as microblogs
and forum posts, while supervised methods require a large number of hand labeled
training data.
We propose a novel unsupervised optimization-based method that does not rely
on predefined rules/patterns. The idea is to exploit existing formal and slang lexical
resources to collect general sentiment-bearing words, and identify the n-grams that
contain sentiment words and act upon the target entities as candidates. The candidates are connected in a network by their inter-expression relations (same orientation
or opposite orientation) extracted from the target-specific corpus. Then an optimization model is built upon the network to estimate the probability of each candidate
to be positive or negative towards the target. The experiments on five datasets from
multiple domains and data sources show that the proposed approach is capable of
extracting diverse forms of sentiment expressions (e.g., words and phrases, formal
and slang expressions), and identifying their target-specific polarities. This approach
outperforms several baseline methods across domains and data sources.
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7.1.3

Discovering Domain-Specific Features and Aspects

Features and aspects are the targets of opinions in review type of data. It is essential
to develop automatic techniques to identify features and aspects from product reviews
in order to enable aspect-based opinion mining. The difficulty of this task lies in that
the features can be either explicitly mentioned (e.g., “screen”, “speed”) or implicitly
implied by opinion words (“bright”, “running fast”), and whether two features refer
to the same aspect is domain-dependent (e.g., “ice cream sandwich” and “operating
system”). Many existing methods either focus on extracting features, or focus on
grouping features into aspects assuming that features have been extracted beforehand.
Many methods deal with only explicit features, and require seed terms, hand-crafted
patterns, or other labeling efforts.
We propose a clustering-based approach that identifies both explicit and implicit
features, and extracts features and aspects simultaneously. In addition, we develop a
novel domain-specific similarity measure that incorporates both corpus-based statistical association and general semantic similarity between a pair of features. We use
this measure to group features that are similar in a particular domain. The experiments on product reviews from three domains show that our method consistently
outperforms several state-of-the-art methods on both tasks of feature extraction and
aspect discovery across all three domains.

7.1.4

Predicting Election Results

Public opinions can be collected from social media and used to predict election results. In order to accurately predict election results, we need techniques to recognize
likely voters whose opinions matter, and identify a voter’s opinions about a specific
candidate. Existing work on election prediction does not take the differences among
users into account, and treats their opinions equally. However, users on a social media
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platform have different political preferences and engage in an election with different
levels of involvement, and such differences might be important indicators on how
much their opinions are representative of the voters’. In addition, most studies still
analyze the overall sentiment of a user’s social media posts, which may not represent
the sentiment regarding a specific candidate.
In our study of using Twitter data to predict the results of 2012 U.S. Republican
Presidential Primaries, we apply the method we propose in Chapter 3 to identify a
user’s sentiment towards each specific candidate. Further, we identify a user’s political
preferences, and group users based on their engagement degree, tweet mode, content
type, and political preferences. We predict the election results based on the opinions
of each user group, and find that: (1) the result achieved by right-leaning users is
significantly better than that achieved by left-leaning users, (2) the prediction based
on highly engaged users is better than that based on lowly engaged users, and (3)
the users who posted more original tweets provide slightly higher accuracy in the
prediction than the users who retweeted more do. These findings demonstrate the
importance of identifying likely voters and user sampling in electoral predictions.

7.1.5

Understanding Religion and Happiness

Another important application is the use of subjective information on social media
to study and track social phenomena. In order to study two related social phenomena – religion and subjective well-being, we explore several tasks of classification and
assessment of subjective information. We first investigate the differences among believers of different religions in what they say and who they follow on Twitter. We
find that, in terms of both tweet content and friends, the discriminative words and
friend accounts that differentiate users of one religion from other religions are largely
religion-specific. We build classifiers to identify believers of a specific religion, and
the experiments show that a user’s friends list provides more effective features than
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the content of their tweets.
To assess the level of subjective well-being of a user, we identify pleasant/unpleasant emotions he/she expressed in tweets using a lexicon of 3,558 words with
human evaluations of happiness scores. The results of regression analysis show that
there are significant differences in the levels of happiness expressions among different
religions. We then test the hypothesis that the variations in happiness expressions
among religious groups are influenced by topic preference and word usage of each
group. Our topic analysis shows that the users’ topic distributions strongly correlate
with their happiness scores. For example, Christians and average Twitter users tend
to discuss social related topics that are positively correlated with happiness, while
atheists are interested in topics that are negatively correlated with happiness, such
as politics & government, news, and opinion. By further analyzing the word usage
on a topic by each group, we find that though different groups tend to use different
words on the same topic, those differences are small compared with their differences
on the topic preferences.

7.2

Future Work

We have introduced a broader definition of subjective information that takes different
types of subjective experiences into account. We have also identified four components
of a subjective experience, proposed new methods for extracting subjective expressions and opinion targets, and studied the classification and assessment of subjective
information in two specific application scenarios. However, these are only initial
steps towards building a comprehensive system for subjective information extraction.
There are many interesting future directions, as shown in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: An overview of subjective information extraction. The boxes colored in
orange indicate the scope of this dissertation. The boxes with red borders indicate
some future directions.
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7.2.1

Detecting Different Types of Subjectivity in Text

As illustrated in Figure 7.1, an optional step before information extraction is to
detect different types of subjective content in text. So far, we have assumed that
we are looking for a particular type of subjective information in a given corpus.
For example, we are looking for opinions about a product in reviews, or emotions
expressed in tweets. In this case, the processes of detecting subjectivity and extracting
that particular type of subjective information are merged into one. However, in
some other cases, we may not assume that the given corpus is rich in a particular
type of subjective information; instead, it could contain multiple types of subjective
information that are useful. For example, given a set of Youtube comments about a
movie trailer, we may find opinions on different aspects of the movie, emotions that
are caused by watching it, intent to watch it in theater, expectations of the full movie,
etc. Before exploring further steps to extract the components of any specific type of
subjective experience, it is necessary to first classify the text into different types, e.g.,
opinion, emotion, intent, and expectation. Thus an interesting future direction is to
explore classification methods to detect different types of subjective information.

7.2.2

Beyond Sentiment and Opinion

Existing studies have largely focused on sentiment and opinion, while other types
of subjective information still remain largely unexplored. For example, classifying
emotions in text into predefined categories has been explored in some studies [100, 154,
155], but identifying the events and situations that cause the emotion has not been
studied yet. This task is especially important for the applications such as customer
relationship management (CRM), recognizing depression or suicidal thoughts, and
tracking subjective well-being. Another important type of subjective information
is intent, which can lead to a wide variety of applications. Information retrieval
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community has studied query intent for decades, e.g., classifying query intent into
three categories: navigational, informational, or transactional [32, 75, 78]. However,
many interesting topics regarding intent identification has not been explored yet.
For example, identifying the intent to vote for predicting election results, identifying
the intent to harm people for the prevention of terrorism and crime, identifying the
intent to replace the current product with the competitors’ for CRM, etc. In order
to identify these intents, we need to develop new techniques to identify expressions
of desire/belief and future actions.

7.2.3

Towards Dynamic Modeling of Subjective Information

All types of subjective experience change over time, though some experiences may last
longer than others, e.g., sentiment and opinion last longer than emotion and mood.
For some applications, it is crucial to track the time when the subjective experience
occurs, and build dynamic model to represent the experience over time. For example,
in order to build a system that uses social media to detect and diagnose depressive
disorders, we need to track emotions and depression symptoms in a period of time,
and make the diagnosis based on the dynamics of emotion and symptom changes.
For this purpose, it is necessary to further extend the framework and add time as a
component. To be specific, a subjective experience is a quintuple (h, s, e, c, t), where
the definitions of h, s, e, c remain the same as described in Section 7.1.1, and t is
the time when the subjective experience occurs. It would be interesting to study
the extraction of time component, and use it to model the dynamics of a subjective
experience in specific application scenarios.
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